Ever wonder exactly where your coverage goes?

V-Soft Communications’ visually stunning presentations answer that question and many more.

Professional software packages for preparing FCC applications and coverage/interference analysis

* **Probe™** - ALL NEW! Expert level propagation prediction with integrated population using 03 sec terrain elevation. Studies include Longley-Rice, TIREM, PTP and others
* **LRStudy™** - Longley-Rice “real-world” coverage analysis; full color or signal based gray scale
* **InterDLG™** - FCC coverage and interference mapping for FM, TV, DTV, LPTV with population, tower & airport databases
* **SearchFM™** - Frequency search using FCC minimum spacings. Locate “drop-ins”, upgrade your station
* **SearchTV™** - LPTV, TV & DTV frequency search program with full TV databases, pattern development routines
* **Contour™** - New Windows Version! FCC & PTP distance to contour tables, radial truncation and more
* **PlotPath™** - Radio path analysis integrating 03 & 30 sec terrain elevation databases... and more!!!

“25 years of service to the broadcast community”
The Best Digital Audio Delivery System Just Got Better

More Powerful, Less Cost!

Make the EZ Selection

Library & Playlist Modification Module
- EZ-LIB
  Great For PD's, MD's, Traffic...
  Multiple Cart Walls Module

EZ-ARRAY
- Unlimited Instant Access-Customize Each User
  Automated or Live Assist Player Module

EZ-PLAY
- Up to 4 Available Per Workstation
  MasterLog Live Assist Player Module

EZ-MLOG
- Second Generation Interface for Advanced Users
  Quad Player Module

EZ-QPLAY
- Multi-Deck Cart Player
  Enhanced Quad Player Module

EZ-4PLAY
- Multi-Deck Player With Scheduling

Tracker 2000 Module
- EZ-TRKR
  The Easiest & Most Powerful Voice Tracker Available
  Recording & AutoRecording Machine Module

EZ-REC
- Up to 4 Available Per Workstation
  Graphic Waveform Cut & Paste Assembly Editor Module

EZ-EDIT
- Fast Non-Destructive Editor
  Script Display Module

EZ-SCRIPT
- Prompting Display With Embedded Audio
  Wire Capture & Editing

New!

NewsDAD32
- Complete News System
  Comprehensive MultiChannel Editor

STRATA
- Embedded DAD Application

The DADpRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System already has a widely established and enviable reputation as the most versatile and reliable system on the market. Now configuring a DAD System is as easy as picking your favorite tunes. New EZ Modules permit selection of only the features and functionality required for optimization of any Workstation, typically at a significant cost savings.

LAN or WAN - LIVE ASSIST or AUTOMATED MAJOR or SMALL MARKET DADpRo32 DELIVERS WHAT OTHERS ONLY PROMISE

Applicable Play and Record DSP boards will need to be added depending on module selected. The full DADpRo32 system is recommended for operationally intensive facilities.

Distributed by:

ABG Audio Broadcast Group Inc.
For Information/Demonstrations, Call Don Backus, Digital Systems Manager
1-800-999-9288
www.abg.com

Encod Systems, Inc.
24555 Hallwood Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711
Fax: 248-476-5712 • www.enco.com
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When you compare the all-digital Omnia.fm from Cutting Edge to other audio processors, is it apples to apples? Not quite. Unlike other audio processors, the Omnia is designed for today—and easily upgradable so you’re always on top of the technology you’ll need tomorrow.

Only the Omnia offers:

- A 48kHz sampling rate. The outdated 32kHz digital processors have a Nyquist rate that’s too low for clean dynamics processing, resulting in aliasing distortion. But the Omnia solves this problem by combining 48kHz operation with 192kHz virtual-upsampling and an anti-aliasing final limiter.

- A digital stereo generator with a built-in composite clipper and low-pass filter for subcarrier protection and added loudness. Plus, the Omnia interfaces with D/CET™,

the world’s first digital composite interface, for even more loudness and transparency.

- Programs and presets stored on a PC Card for convenient storage, sharing and future upgrades.

Put it all together and there’s just no comparison. Only the Omnia delivers crisp, clean highs. Tight, thundering bass that really rocks. Digital precision that’s as smooth and fluid as analog. Awesome loudness, with rock-solid peak control and positively no grunge.

Then compare the Omnia’s 60-day, risk-free, money-back guarantee* and a price that’s below the other processors. So is it apples to apples? No way.

Omnia. The promise of digital...delivered!

*CUTTINGEDGE

2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE CLEVELAND, OH 44114 TEL: +1 (216) 241-3343 FAX: +1 (216) 241-4103 E-MAIL: INFO@NOGRUNGE.COM WWW.NOGRUNGE.COM

Audio Broadcast Group 3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd Grand Rapids, MI 49548 Tel: +1 (616) 399-9281 Fax: +1 (616) 452-1652 e-mail: support@abg.com

Bradley Broadcast Sales 7313G Stone Road Frederick, MD 21704 Tel: +1 (301) 722-7665 Fax: +1 (301) 722-6377 e-mail: info@bradleybroadcast.com

Broadcast Supply Worldwide 7012 27th Street West Tacoma, WA 98466 Tel: +1 (800) 426-4543 Fax: +1 (610) 231-7055 e-mail: info@bissusa.com

Crosby-Kmzzy Company PO Box 15590 Fort Worth, TX 76155 Tel: +1 (800) 435-2095 Fax: +1 (972) 623-2600 e-mail: sales@crosbykmzzy.com

Radio Communications Unlimited 5509 Rangerong Oakmush, TN 37363 Tel/Fax: +1 (423) 398-3143

Caveco 1121 Bethany Road, North Unit #10 Scarborough, ONT M3B 3E9 Tel: +1 (416) 380-8230 Fax: +1 (416) 380-1005 e-mail: bb@cavec.com

Marketing Marc Vallée 1067 Chemin St. Lambert St. Sauveur de Monts, QE (f 151) Tel: +1 (514) 222-222 Fax: +1 (514) 222-222 e-mail: marc@vallee.com

All Electric 487 Caribou Crescent Coquitlam, BC V3C 4K7 Tel: +1 (604) 945-5651 Fax: +1 (604) 945-5652 e-mail: allelectric@wcom.com

Contact your dealer for details on this demo program. Demo requests must be accompanied by a purchase order so our dealers know you’re really serious about some serious stuff.
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Many of us have plenty of things we really don’t need. Mattress tags. Electric shoe polishers. Tasteless neckties. The pink envelope of EAS Authenticator Codes.

The FCC has done away with the pink envelope. The item that originally sat in the pocket of the orange EBS checklist and carried over to the EAS standard has been abandoned. Finally.

The Emergency Alert System (EAS) is going into its third year of operation. The EAS concept is markedly better than the EBS (which, of course, was better than Conelrad, but that’s a conversation we have all had at SBE meetings). While its execution has been less than perfect, and many areas do not yet have the details together, the potential benefits are clear. (Never mind the pleasant sound of the data bursts for now.)

The system can be automated to warn the listening public of emergencies and disasters almost as quickly as the information can be entered into the system from an emergency management office or, if need be, the White House. When properly implemented, the system flawlessly passes information. This level of performance is vital when an instant can make a substantial difference. Some types of activations, like an Emergency Action Notification, require no manual intervention. Some Operational Area plans also call for certain weather-related messages to be immediately relayed. For some of the more routine situations, a station operator can simply forward the message within a specific time window.

The authenticator codes in the pink envelope were to serve as a safety measure for national emergencies. In the EBS standard, there was an obvious place for this step, which was intended to keep someone from creating a false message and taking over the system. For EAS, this step does not exist. The appropriate FIPS codes are set to automatically and instantaneously relay the emergency information. The pink envelope was unnecessary. (Besides, most operators had no clue what to do with the envelope anyway — despite all the memos and training they had received.) To verify a message’s authenticity, the operator had to open the envelope, find the correct code words and decide if the pending situation were a real emergency. Whoops. By the time the operator has determined whether or not it’s an emergency, the message has already entered the system and has been transmitted to the world. It’s too late to do anything about it; the damage is done.

This is not to say that the EAS is flawless. There is still the possibility of breaching the system, but elimination of the pink envelope was a good step. The envelope was an antiquated effort that no longer had a useful place with the new system. The FCC’s elimination of some requirements has been unwise (like operator licenses), but this is not one of them. Besides, most of the envelopes at stations were probably out-of-date anyway.

Other improvements could also be made. The EAS was built around the WRSAME alert codes of the National Weather Service. Since EAS was adopted, these codes have been modified. The EAS codes and SAME codes need to work together. National Weather Service, an integral part of many EAS Operational Area plans, must work with the LP stations to provide accurate, understandable information, and the NWS stations must also understand their role in the process.

Another area for improvement deals with educating the air staff. I’m sure you have already spent a considerable amount of time teaching your staff the details of EAS. Most operators, however, still look at it as an unnecessary waste of time. I continue to hear weekly and monthly tests that are less than perfect.

As the FCC undergoes its own self-inspection process, it will no doubt find other potential improvements in more areas than just EAS. Eliminating the pink envelope was a good step. Others need to be taken.

Chriss Scherer, editor

A complete EAS update will appear in the February issue of BE Radio.
Broadcasting on ISDN doesn't have to be complicated or expensive.

The Nexus has everything you need for full-fidelity, low delay, mono audio on ISDN. And it is extremely easy to use. With a list price of only $2,300, there's no need to wait any longer to sound great.
Computer maintenance
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

It's a new year and, if your responsibilities include handling the company PCs, this may be a great time to establish a preventive maintenance program for your growing list of desktop, laptop, network and server computers. With facilities owning upwards of one hundred systems these days, it's almost impossible for time-strapped engineering departments to keep up a proper maintenance routine. PC maintenance falls into three basic categories: 1) physical maintenance; 2) preventive maintenance; and 3) maintaining sufficient and current configuration information to recover from crashes.

Physical maintenance
The actual physical maintenance required for a PC is minimal, since the mechanical devices are not generally serviceable in the field and, in fact, are usually cheaper to replace. The primary goal is to be sure there is enough airflow through the cabinet. Unless the system is sitting in an environmentally controlled space, chances are the cabinet is loaded with dirt and dust. After removing the cover (turn off the power first), use canned air for clearing dust from the cabinet interior and motherboard (especially the cooling fins on the CPU). If the CPU has a cooling fan attached to it, make sure it still works when power is applied to the system — these never seem to last long. You may also want to remove and reseat each plug-in board. Do the same for any other plugs, such as those attached to ribbon cables.

Hard-drive basics
Most PC problems result from the loss or corruption of data on the hard drive. By most standards, hard drives are very reliable, but they are still mechanical devices with a finite life. If the CPU is the heart of a PC, the primary hard drive is its lungs. Though space doesn't permit a thorough discussion of hard drives, it is important to understand how data gets corrupted under normal conditions.

When a hard drive is formatted, small sequential areas, called blocks, are created. The capacity of the drive and the operating system's formatting options determine the amount and size of the blocks. When files are copied to the disk, they are parsed into smaller segments that fit into these individual blocks. If the drive is relatively empty, the data may be written to contiguous blocks. However, as the drive fills up and files are modified, added or deleted, the blocks of data containing a file may be scattered around the drive. This is called fragmentation and leads to errors and slow performance.

Hard drives reserve several blocks for the file allocation table (FAT). The FAT keeps track of the specific blocks that make up a particular file. Operating systems like Windows 95/98/NT make extensive use of the primary (boot) hard drive. They also use a large portion of the drive (usually the boot drive) as additional "swap" memory in addition to the system's RAM. Damaged blocks used for swap memory can slow system operation and will likely cause a system crash. Also, any of the operating system or system support files (i.e., configuration or device drivers) stored in damaged blocks will also cause a system crash.

Drives used for audio storage and production purposes tend to have the most potential for damage because of their extended usage and many read/write operations.

Preventive maintenance
Your best line of defense for recovering any critical files is through the regular use of backups. A reasonable high-capacity backup drive can be purchased for as little as $150. Backups of all critical data should be made once a day, then transported to an off-site location. If you have any T1 links between the studio and a transmitter (or another studio site) you can transmit the information to a remote PC at that location. Windows 95/98 comes packaged with a set of disk-repair and diagnostic tools. Also, several inexpensive, third-party software products provide disk maintenance as well as powerful system diagnosis, repair and performance-tuning functions. These utilities can be scheduled to run automatically, such as
Radio Has Changed A Lot In 70 Years.

Neumann Has Been The First Choice From The Beginning.

Since the early days of radio, Neumann has been the leader in broadcast audio microphones. We have continued to evolve, developing new products with a single purpose in mind – capturing all the nuances of the human voice.

Our new TLM 103 gives you the full, rich sound and natural presence Neumann is famous for. Utilizing a large-diaphragm capsule derived from our world-standard U 87, it has the lowest self-noise of any condenser mic in the world – important in today’s low-noise and digital broadcast environments.

And now, having a Neumann as part of your sound has never been easier...for less than $1000 US, you can acquire the most important piece of equipment you’ll ever use.

Upgrade to the real thing – Neumann... the choice of those who can hear the difference.

Neumann USA
One Enterprise Drive • PO Box 987. Old Lyme, CT 06371 Tel: 860.434.5220 • FAX: 860.434.3148
West Coast: Tel: 818.845.8815 • FAX: 818.845.7140
Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013 • FAX: 514-426-3952 • Mexico: Tel: 52-5-639-0956 • Fax: 52-5-639-9482
World Wide Web: http://www.neumannusa.com
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**Contract Engineering**

overnight. They also provide a set of timesaving tools that permit you to create specialized backups of critical system areas such as the following:

- For troubleshooting, recovery disks to boot your system without the hard drive.
- Image of the hard drive's FAT to recover a damaged drive.
- The system BIOS and hardware-configuration settings.

Make these backups for each machine and keep them labeled, updated and stored in a safe place. Some day, you'll be thankful.

**Document your systems**

Individual folders can be used to maintain system information. Identify and document all PC systems and significant external devices (e.g., printers, monitors, drivers, UPS). If you don't already maintain current records, this will be the most time-consuming step, but it will save you aggravation when the time comes to repair a unit. Use a simple form to record the basic unit information such as type (e.g., PC, printer), make, model, location, primary user and other pertinent information. Next, print the detailed system information, either from the system panel (in Windows 95/98) or use one of the above-mentioned utility programs. This printout will give you written documentation of the PC configuration and specific information about the various plug-in cards.

Keep the forms and printout in individual folders for each PC and server. You may want to keep the individual system recovery disks in the respective folders as well. You can also keep original manuals, copies of invoices and records of the software used on the individual units in the folders as a way to track software licensing information or maintain version data. It is always possible to use either one of the many system-documentation databases available to record the same information, but I've found that having all the historical documentation in one place is much more efficient.

Kevin McNamara, CNE, BE Radio's consultant on computer technology, is president of Exegesis Technologies, a consulting firm in New Market, MD. He can be reached at (888) EXE-GESIS; e-mail: exegesis@unidial.com.

---

**Digital Audio Labs**

Listen to what happens when Digital Audio Labs' engineering experience and discipline is applied to the latest 24 bit, 96 kHz technology.

Listen to the striking difference in clarity and imaging between a computer "sound card" and a truly professional, ultra precise audio instrument.

Listen to the next generation, all new standard for audio fidelity on the PC.*

Listen to CardDeluxe, from Digital Audio Labs.

---

**CardDeluxe Features**

- Analog two channel In/out via 1/4"TS connectors
- X-PDIF digital In/out via RCA connectors
- 22.05 96 Hz sampling rate
- 24/16 20-bit balanced/unbalanced operation
- PCI Interface
- 16-bit A/D resolution
- 4-channel operation using both analog and digital
- Slaving of multiple CardDeluxes to single sample clock
- Windows 95, 98, and NT drivers

*Macintosh compatibility - Q2 '99

---
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Listen to CardDeluxe, from Digital Audio Labs.

---

**Digital Audio Labs**

www.digitalaudio.com 612-559-9098

---

*Macintosh compatibility - Q2 '99

---
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Affordable Digital Consoles

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information
Broadcast engineers respond and react to emergencies every day. Problems may range from a roof leak at the transmitter to recovering the program director’s favorite Internet links in his browser. Addressing urgent problems — both important and not so important — is a necessary skill for successful engineers.

**Plan the strategy**

One of the most common emergencies broadcasters face is loss of electrical power. Most stations in the largest markets are equipped with backup power generators. It’s easier to justify the cost of a generator when half an hour of lost airtime can result in $100,000 or more in lost revenue and can affect station ratings. Medium-sized and smaller markets often have a more difficult time justifying the cost of a backup power generator. This is especially true if commercial AC power is fairly reliable and the prospect of being dark for an extended period seems remote.

A weather-related emergency is just one situation for which you should have contingency plans in place.

What would your station do if commercial power were out for a week — or even a month? It can, and does, happen. Even if a generator is installed or available on loan, can it handle the load and operate continuously as long as necessary? What about generator power at the studio and perhaps an STL hop site? Some radio stations require AC power at three or four separate sites in order to be on the air.

By and large, engineers are aware of and concerned about emergency and disaster preparedness, especially as it impacts equipment, facilities and redundancy. But there is also the people factor. In a disaster, would your fellow employees know how to keep themselves from harm? Injured or missing staff members can’t help the station stay on the air or provide on-air disaster relief.

When developing an emergency plan, keep in mind the station’s goal: to maintain a high level of on-air service to our communities during and after the emergency.

True emergencies are not everyday occurrences. That’s why determining risks and planning responses beforehand are important steps. The American Red Cross outlines four basic steps common to all disaster-planning efforts. Adjusted slightly to address the particular concerns of the broadcast industry, the plan comprises the steps listed below.

**Determine likely disaster scenarios**

Scenarios may include the following: extended loss of electrical power at studio, STL relay or transmitter sites; wind damage to studio roof, STL tower, and transmitter building roof or transmitting tower; water damage from localized or widespread flooding; heavy snowfall or accumulation of snow over time; ice accumulation on towers and antennas and subsequent ice shedding; severe lightning damage; and fire at an office, studio or transmitter site.

A building evacuation plan should be part of the overall disaster preparedness program. And, with any scenario, the safety of employees must be paramount.

**Create a disaster plan**

Meet with station department heads to discuss disaster preparation. Determine the most likely disaster scenarios, and set goals for basic levels of broadcast service both during and after a disaster. Formulate plans for safely meeting those goals.

If several consolidated stations are involved, prioritize which ones will receive the highest level of attention. Make sure all departments agree on a hierarchy for reviving off-air stations.

Pick two places to meet if the disaster warrants vacating the building. One location should be outside the office or studio facility. The other should be a specific part of your city or county in case employees can’t return to the office.

Write guidelines for dealing with disasters. Include a list of general instructions, and designate it required reading...
Meet the “Morning Show Team”.

Instant Replay® 2.0
HARD DISK DIGITAL AUDIO

Instant music, instant sound effects, instant fun.

- Holds up to 1,000 “carts” of any length, from milliseconds to hours.
- 10 banks of 50 programmable Hot Keys. It’s like having 50 cart machines pre-loaded and ready to fire.
- Up to 24 hours of total on-line audio storage.
- “Find” button locates any cut instantly.

There is nothing faster, easier, or cooler! You can finally let go of your analog cart machines and associated maintenance headaches. Or, if you’re running automation, now you have the perfect compliment for those times when you need to play something, and you need it now.

Fast and easy editing for news and listener call-ins.

- Instant record feature captures incoming audio manually, or from popular phone systems and network downlinks.
- Real cut/copy/paste editing with a large waveform display.
- Portable enclosure includes speakers and mic preamp; great for remotes.
- No razor blades, no tape, no learning curve, and no maintenance!

Now you can quickly capture and edit incoming audio. Realistic “scrub” editing, plus standard tape machine controls let you kiss your reel-to-reel machines goodbye. Ask for a test drive and put them through their paces at your station. It’s on us.

Short/cut™
PERSONAL AUDIO EDITOR

Attention call letter stations.* You’re only a phone call away from a free 10-day Test Drive. So try it out. We’ll understand if you don’t give it back.

(818) 991-0360

For more information call (818) 991-0360 / Fax (818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.com / Website: www.360systems.com

81997-360 Systems® Offer good in U.S. and Canada only.
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Managing Technology

for all station employees, including part-time staff. Include specific information, such as key telephone numbers and reminders about hazardous conditions. In these guidelines, make it clear that employees should not put themselves in danger during an emergency or disaster. Include guidelines about supplies, such as where stores of food, water, blankets and first aid supplies will be kept.

Keep an up-to-date list of each employee’s home phone, pager and cell phone numbers. Place the list at the front desk next to the fax machine. Attach the most recent list to the disaster plan guidelines.

Make a checklist

Your checklist may include the following items: 1) Update the disaster plan, distribute copies to every employee, and post in key areas, including control rooms, the kitchen and the engineering shop. 2) Review the disaster plan with employees at semiannual meetings. Identify employees with special skills (e.g., CPR and first aid certification) or equipment (e.g., a four-wheel-drive vehicle). 3) Show staff how to turn off and restore electricity, natural gas, and water to studio and offices. 4) Review insurance coverage, especially when purchasing or consolidating facilities. 5) Check fire extinguishers. 6) Stock emergency supplies for personnel who may be stranded at a studio or transmitter site. 7) Annually, invite a Red Cross representative to speak about disaster management. 8) Discuss escape routes and evacuation procedures. Include weekend and overnight staff in these discussions. 9) Designate safe places in the studio and offices for different types of disasters. 10) Semiannually, have engineering staff perform reviews of equipment preparedness and thoroughly test generators, fuel systems, backup studios, STLs, transmitters and antennas. Review the checklist twice a year, and report to management any shortcomings in the disaster plan.

Practice your plan

Most people think they would know what to do in an emergency. However, nothing can substitute practice, and evacuation drills may point out problems never before considered. Disaster and emergency preparedness is like good insurance. You don’t realize how valuable it is until you have to use it.

Kirk Harnack is president of Harnack Engineering Inc., a contract engineering firm, and is vice president of engineering for Delta Radio Inc., a Mississippi-based group of six radio stations.

So, We did.

They liked what they saw in our fine furniture:

Bumpers to keep chair legs from gouging...wood trim to keep edges from delaminating...sloped racks to keep equipment safe. Round corners to give their rooms today’s custom look.

They paid for quality, and they got it.

How do you make certain you get everything you pay for in your rooms? Opt for the sure thing in studio furniture design—specify Murphy Studio Furniture.

KRES Radio
Moberly, Missouri

They said, “Show me.”

STUDIO FURNITURE

Our service goes beyond design and fabrication, to total management of your concept’s execution.

Wood Trim Corners • Passive Ventilation • Built-In Wireways • Multiple Access Panels • Ease of Installation

MURPHY

4153 N. BONITA STREET SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977 TEL (619) 698-4658 FAX (619) 698-1268
(800) 307-1060 Email: dennis@murphystudiofurniture.com Web: murphystudiofurniture.com
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At Shure, we put the "audio" into audio/video.
Contact your local Shure dealer for a catalog full of
microphones, circuitry products and problem solvers
for all your broadcast and production needs.

THere'S more.

The Sound of Professionals... Worldwide
www.shure.com
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Limiting the degree of modulation to prevent overloading power tubes with the distortion that results in adjacent-channel splatter led to the development of methods for measuring modulation. Thus modulation monitors came into being.

As broadcasting grew, AM and FM requirements increased. Several companies manufacture AM and FM modulation monitors today. These monitors differ from the old vacuum-tube units. Their circuitry is far more complicated, but technology has made it easy to provide much more information, with facilities for remote indication and control. Today's AM monitors show 125% positive modulation and excess of 99% negative modulation, along with other refinements that were not available in the tube age.

AM modulation
Understanding AM modulation requires knowing that the presence or absence of modulation does not change actual energy appearing at the carrier frequency. However, the total power radiated with 100% modulation is 1.5 times the unmodulated power, and RMS current increases by the square root of 1.5, or 1.225. When a carrier is modulated 100%, and the amplitude of the sidebands compared with the carrier is measured, the sidebands have half the amplitude of the carrier.

The creation of federal regulations specifying the maximum and minimum amount of modulation allowed for commercial broadcasters led to the 100% maximum and 85% minimum limits for AM broadcasting. As broadcasting progressed and audio processing improved, stations demanded more presence. The commission allowed an absolute maximum modulation of 125%, not to be exceeded under any circumstances. Further, 100% negative modulation, with its attendant distortion as final power amplifier current goes to zero, was forbidden. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate modulation on an AM carrier.

The heart of a modern AM modulation monitor is an extremely linear biased diode detector that accurately demodulates AM signals. It is important to maintain the calibration of a monitor with regular trips to the manufacturer, although it is possible to perform a reasonably accurate self-calibration if accurate test equipment is available.

Several years ago the FCC discontinued the requirement to have an accurate modulation monitor. Since that time, many stations have operated without accurate knowledge of their modulation levels, relying solely on previous transmitter settings. Undermodulation is almost always discovered after a frantic call from the program director who wonders why the signal doesn't sound as loud as it should. Overmodulation is indicated by a visit from the FCC.

FM modulation
With the introduction of stereo, SCAs and digital audio, the FM monitor has become an essential part of station operation. Accurate monitoring is essential, especially with subcarriers. The 110% modulation rule for SCA use gives a little apparent leeway in levels.

The FCC and CCIR's definition of occupied bandwidth of a frequency-modulated signal is that bandwidth which contains 99% of the power. The problem engineers argue about is how to measure this bandwidth when modulated by a stereo signal. Also, the more audio processing used, the greater the occupied bandwidth, and the greater the possibility of overmodulation. The Commission's rules concerning subcarrier (SCA) operation and stereo modulation standards are given in 73.319 and 73.322 of the FCC Rules. Normal limits of 100% modulation correspond to 75kHz deviation. Under no circumstances can modulation exceed 110%. This percentage corresponds to 82.5kHz deviation. The general rule for modulation with subcarriers is an increase of 0.5% total modulation for every 1% of subcarrier modulation.

Today, FM modulation monitors range from those that simply show right and left channel data, pilot level and overall modulation to more complex systems that allow the user to define peak values and set alarm limits. Peak-pulse duration limits can be set and counted. These are a far cry from the simple FM monitors of the past. One unit in

Continued on page 22
Airwave Digital. Three program busses. Two mix-minuses. One remarkable board.

$11,010. Now there's a string of binary code anyone can understand. So if you're budgeting to go digital—and running tight on budget—take a close look at a 12 or 20 input Airwave Digital on-air console. Its familiar layout flattens the digital learning curve. And with 3 program busses, talent can be playing Madonna, time shifting a Dr. Laura feed, and laying down voice tracks—all at the same time. So you can squeeze more production out of your payroll.

Airwave's flexible, too. One or two telco modules and B-side logic are among a host of available options. And unlike some digital consoles, you can reconfigure input modules from analog to digital—or vice versa—at your studio, just by changing a card.

Best of all, Airwave Digital comes with that "no-need-to-rationalize-to-anyone" PR&E quality. Want to know more? Call 760-438-3911, visit www.pre.com or email sales@pre.com.
The one partner who lets you lead.
Converting? Consolidating? Confused? You need a partner who knows all the intricate steps necessary to take you to your next level without stepping on any toes. You need a partner who can take your lead and support you with 77 years of broadcast leadership. You need Harris Broadcast Systems. From studios to mobile systems, from transmitters to antennas, from components to networks, Harris is your single-source provider for TV, radio, and systems integration. So when you’re ready to take those next steps, give us a call. We’ll be more than happy to put you on our dance card.

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS

1-800-622-0022  * www.harris.com/communications

Circle (108) on Free Info Card
KINTRONIC LABS INC.
FOR AM EXPANDED BAND or IBOC / DAB SYSTEMS FOR THE 21st CENTURY
Prefabricated, Climate-Controlled, Fully-Equipped ATU Building PreTuned and Ready to Install. -WWJ, Detroit, MI
KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
P.O. Box 845, Bristol, Tennessee 37621-0845 Phone: (423) 878-3141  Fax: (423) 878-4224 Email: ktl@kintronic.com Web Site: www.kintronic.com

R-F Engineering
Continued from page 16
particular can perform its own self-calibration by connecting to the manufacturer via a modem.

Digital FM stereo monitors are software-based. Digitizing the signal renders it more or less impervious to changes in component tolerances, temperature or component aging. Digital signal-processing (DSP) techniques provide very close tolerances and filtering, which eliminate phase distortion.

Some FM modulation monitor designs use a fixed oscillat-

Figure 2. The AM carrier waveform with modulation.
a) RF envelope 50% modulation shown as 50% at trough.
b) 100% modulation peak power twice unmodulated power.
c) Overmodulation, cut-off, distortion and spurious radiation.

FCC engineering activities
The area of FM monitors has become increasingly complex. In 1968 the Commission issued specifications governing their design and operation. In 1983 the Commission deregulated its rules: The argument for doing so largely concerned the definition of occupied bandwidth.
In 1993 the FCC issued a Notice of Inquiry (NOI) concerning an amendment of Part 73 to clarify the definition and measurement of aural modulation limits. Information was collected, but nothing happened. Engineers are still arguing over an issue concerning the length of a monitor's response time as well as the ability to regain modulation depth that is lost when an SCA is used. Everyone is awaiting an FCC ruling that may never come.

Engineers have been discussing the problem of different methods of FM modulation measurement. Almost every manufacturer has its own circuit. The FCC uses a simple oscilloscope connected to an FM receiver's discriminator and calibrating the scope in terms of excessive deviation. The Commission has used this method for some time. The long-overdue NOI should be completed and final rules issued so all monitor manufacturers can march to the same drummer.

E-mail John at: balcom@bright.net.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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This board is good and very easy to understand. The best part of this unit is its sound quality. After using the CR1604-VLZ mixer for a few weeks, I realized how powerful a mixer can be. Great product.

CR1604-VLZ is loaded with features I like and need. Everyone seemed to rave about them. I'm an avid producer and engineer, so I'm picky about what I use. With this mixer, I can produce IMAX films and have your mixer in our studio. The CR1604-VLZ is absolutely the best I've ever heard.

The CR1604-VLZ mixer has one important thing that sets it far ahead of the pack: tens of thousands of extremely satisfied owners. In fact, all the comments in this ad came from a single week of product registration cards!

Why not join them?
Wave

DAB update
By Chriss Scherer, editor

The development of IBOC and S-DARS is moving along — this is the story you have heard for some time now. While the IBOC discussion is showing smaller advances, the S-DARS licensees are getting close to their deadlines.

IBOC
The NRSC subcommittee on DAB met in early December and approved the first of a series of documents to begin reviewing the current IBOC technology. The first wave of DAB test results was released in 1995. The data reported that the IBOC technology at that time was premature and that further work was needed. Since then, Digital Radio Express and Lucent Digital Radio have entered the field as additional independent system developers and competitors with USA Digital Radio.

The dashboard of the future? This is what XM Satellite Radio sees as the next car stereo you will buy.

The previously gathered data looked at several different types of systems, not just IBOC. The subcommittee is now focusing strictly on IBOC technology.

The guidelines allow for the fact that the three proponents are in different development stages and outline the plans for system submissions, subjective evaluations and test-result reporting. The next step for the subcommittee is to develop field-test guidelines and evaluation procedures.

S-DARS
CD Radio and XM Satellite Radio (formerly American Mobile Radio Corporation) have made numerous agreements for programming content that will fill the 100 channels each will be offering. The hardware side is also seeing developments. XMSR has agreements in place with Alpine, Pioneer and Sharp to manufacture home and automobile receiver hardware for its service.

CD Radio began deployment of terrestrial repeaters in the San Francisco area last September. The terrestrial repeater idea has always been part of the plan for the S-DARS providers, and the FCC is currently setting up the rules for these repeaters. CD Radio also began building the studio facilities for its headend in New York City last October. Satellite launches for both are planned in the near future, with services beginning around 2000.

Another S-DARS?
In November, a third S-DARS provider popped up. WCS Radio Inc. made application to the FCC for authority to construct, launch and operate a system that will compete with CD Radio and XMSR. WCS Radio is not a single entity, but is a collective of several licensees that were awarded licenses through an auction. The collective's name comes from the service band in which it is licensed: Wireless Communication Service. The band was created in 1997.

WCS Radio has two frequency spans, 2.31 to 2.32GHz and 2.345 to 2.36GHz, for a total of 25MHz of spectrum — as much as CD Radio and XMSR combined. (CD Radio and XMSR span 2.32 to 2.345GHz, each occupying 12.5MHz.)

Eighteen licensees hold 128 individual licenses in the frequency range WCS Radio covers. Most of these licensees have joined with WCS Radio.

One interesting note is the amount paid at the auction for this spectrum. CD Radio and XM Satellite paid $83.3 million and $89.9 million for their licenses. All of the WCS licenses combined went for $13.6 million. Totaled, the WCS spectrum cost less than one-tenth of the S-DARS spectrum.

Will it work?
WCS Radio Inc. does not yet have all of the licensees committed to working together across its spectrum, but the company does state in the application that it will work around this as needed. There is also a problem with frequency coordination with Canada. The U.S. and Canada agreed to the usage of the spectrum, which includes reassigning some Canadian users from frequencies within the CD Radio and XM Satellite spectrum to adjacent frequencies, some of which are now in the WCS band.

Another consideration is financial feasibility. The other services have economic plans that depend on subscribers. A third service may not be able to compete.
VECTOR
POTS Codec
15 kHz two-way audio
On one standard phone line.

BGS is now accepting orders.

www.bgsfl.com

BROADCASTERS GENERAL STORE
2400 S E 32nd Street, Ocala, Florida 34480-7500
Phone: 352-822-7700  Fax: 352-829-7000  Email: bgs@mercury.net
New rules adopted for unbuilt stations

By Harry Martin

As part of its “streamlining” initiatives, the FCC has substantially revised its rules governing broadcast construction permits as follows:

- Permits will be issued for three years, in lieu of the current two years for full-power television stations and 18 months for other broadcast facilities.
- Restrictions on for-profit sales of unbuilt construction permits have mostly been eliminated.
- Permits will terminate automatically at the end of their three-year terms, with no opportunity for extension.

The new rules, which will become effective in February, apply equally to construction permits for new stations and construction permits for changes in the facilities of existing stations. Having concluded that a three-year construction period provides an adequate and realistic time to construct, the FCC will not afford opportunities for extending construction permits at the end of their three-year terms. Instead, unbuilt construction permits will automatically terminate on their expiration dates without further notification from the FCC. The current practice of providing additional time for construction after a permit has been transferred or modified has been eliminated.

The only form of relief will be the “tolling” (suspension) of the three-year construction period during periods of time when construction is impossible because of an act of God (e.g., hurricane, earthquake) and during the pendency of the following: 1) a petition for reconsideration or application for review of the grant of the permit; 2) an appeal to a court of such an FCC decision; or 3) an appeal to a court relating to a federal, state or local requirement for construction or operation of the station. As a result, the three-year deadline can be suspended during the pendency of a court appeal of a final zoning determination, but not during the pendency of a zoning application before a local body. For the three-year deadline to be suspended, the permittee must notify the FCC of circumstances warranting suspension within 30 days.

The new rules also apply to existing construction permits. Existing permits will be extended to three years from the date of the initial grant if requested by the permittee no later than 60 days prior to the expiration of the permit. In addition, the permittee may notify the FCC of circumstances warranting suspension of the three-year construction period. No additional time will be allowed for construction when the permittee has had at least three years to construct.

Ownership reporting changed

The FCC has decreased the frequency of ownership reports to every two years. In addition, the agency has confirmed the ownership report filing dates for commercial and noncommercial stations. The FCC also is requiring that ownership reports for commercial stations identify the gender and race/ethnicity of each individual having an attributable interest in the licensee or permittee. The FCC plans to use this information to assess the need to promote opportunities for businesses owned by women and minorities to participate in the broadcast industry.

Effective in February 1999, both commercial and non-commercial stations will file ownership reports in the following instances: 1) when filing license renewal applications and every two years thereafter; 2) within 30 days of consummation of an approved assignment of license or transfer of control; 3) within 30 days of the grant of the initial construction permit for a new station; and 4) at the time the initial license application for a new station is filed.

Noncommercial stations will no longer be required to file supplemental ownership reports within 30 days of any change in previously reported information. All stations may continue to file certifications of continuing accuracy of previously filed reports in lieu of new ownership reports whenever ownership reports are due. Stations licensed to individuals (sole proprietorships) or partnerships comprised entirely of natural persons remain exempt from filing ownership reports.

Commercial stations will be required to identify the race or ethnicity and gender of each individual having an attributable interest in the licensee or permittee (i.e., officer, director, stockholder, member, partner, trustee, executor, administrator, receiver). Sole proprietorships and partnerships comprised entirely of natural persons, which are exempt from filing ownership reports, are encouraged to voluntarily file gender and race/ethnicity information.
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The FCC has decreased the frequency of ownership reports to every two years. In addition, the agency has confirmed the ownership report filing dates for commercial and noncommercial stations. The FCC also is requiring that ownership reports for commercial stations identify the gender and race/ethnicity of each individual having an attributable interest in the licensee or permittee. The FCC plans to use this information to assess the need to promote opportunities for businesses owned by women and minorities to participate in the broadcast industry.

Effective in February 1999, both commercial and non-commercial stations will file ownership reports in the following instances: 1) when filing license renewal applications and every two years thereafter; 2) within 30 days of consummation of an approved assignment of license or transfer of control; 3) within 30 days of the grant of the initial construction permit for a new station; and 4) at the time the initial license application for a new station is filed.
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Out of the heartland comes the AudioWizard CFS™ for Windows™

the most complete digital production and delivery system available

Within the last few years, the AudioWizard from Prophet Systems Innovations has been chosen by the broadcast industry's big boys, small groups and individual stations to become a leader in digital audio delivery.

But, we're not new. We have decades of experience in digital audio radio. In fact, a number of us joined the PSi team after successfully relying on the AudioWizard in day-to-day broadcast situations. Our programming department continues to anticipate not just your needs for today, but for the months and years to come—both in updates to AudioWizard CFS and in the development of AudioWizard CFS32. Our Academy is ready to teach you all the AudioWizard's extensive capabilities. And our tech support is standing by with expanded service hours and a more comprehensive offering of support options.

The innovations continue as we improve and refine our products to give cost-effective digital audio to single stations, huge groups and everyone in-between.

Count on us. Together, let's make great radio.
Managing Engineering Consolidation

By Benjamin Brinitzer, CSRE

Your former competitor is now your sister station. What happens next?

With the passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, most employees now work for large companies that have multiple facilities in one geographic region. Nontechnical and technical broadcast management alike are facing the task of creating new, combined facilities. Challenges include determining who will remain on staff or join the management team. Long-time rivals or, worse yet, friends who worked for different companies may suddenly occupy the same job with the same job description. What can you do when faced with a high probability that your job will be redefined — or even eliminated? Prepare and excel.

General management

It is often difficult for nontechnical management to agree on proper direction when faced with managing several different staffs or determining the abilities of engineering staffs. After the decision to consolidate is consummated, it is crucial for a general manager or the management staff to decide who will lead the combined engineering department. Experience has shown that you cannot have more than one chief leading a single tribe. To put it another way: How can you have two engineers running the same locomotive? They will both want to take different tracks to get to the same town. This scenario is untenable. The consolidation of the leadership role must be executed before any major projects get underway. Ultimately, making these tough decisions early in the consolidation process will help the company avoid unorganized construction and excessive expenses.
Obviously, the first step in consolidation is planning the new facility and determining how the consolidation will take place. This step naturally falls under the engineer's responsibilities. When choosing a new local director of engineering, good organization skills are an obvious requirement. The engineer will have to be business savvy and, most importantly, have a thorough understanding of broadcast operations. He must understand the engineering department's routines and budget requirements. Ideally, the engineer will also have excellent people skills. It also helps matters if peers and co-workers like and respect him.

There are two criteria general managers may examine when assessing an engineer's ability to lead a company into the next millennium:

- The transmitter site. General managers may check to see that the site is clean and well-organized, and that there's a transmitter-maintenance log that spans the engineer's tenure. Though it is possible to find a very good engineer who is not neat, the individual controlling the engineering department must be well-organized and keep the site neat in appearance. If this is not the case, chances are the engineer is not well-organized in his professional environment. (The transmitter site is a good location to review because it is removed from sight; thus it will be the most likely place to see an engineer's true organizational skills, or lack thereof.)

- The staff at the new stations. How do they feel about the engineer? Does he do a good job? Is morale high? In most cases, the engineer will have had little control over the previous capital budget, and it is that capital budget which determines how those studios appear to the untrained eye. Thus general managers will judge the engineer according to the morale of the staff, rather than the condition of equipment. Do others view him as dependable? Are there attitude problems? As much as engineers may not want to admit it, they are there to support the broadcast staff and technologies. By definition, a good engineer is one who designs systems that support the station.

Almost every engineer has a specialization. It will be up to the engineering manager to determine and schedule his people in such a way that each individual's specialty and abilities are effectively used. Because of the number of studios and transmitter sites and (in most cases) limited personnel, promotional tasks, such as remotes, are removed from the engineering department's responsibility list altogether. Instead, the promotions department staffs the remotes. Engineering is obviously still responsible for proper maintenance of the vehicle fleets and all associated electronics. However, leaving the building to go do a remote for hours at a time is better left to promotions personnel. Of course, this will result in a small labor increase in the promotions department. However, that can be easily addressed with appearance pay. If you feel this is not an option for your company and would rather maintain control of promotional events, a slightly larger engineering staff will be required. The additional staff will most likely be part-time personnel.

Preparing for consolidation

If you have not already done so, take time to examine the quality of your work and the state of your facility. You will soon be working with others in your chosen field on a day-to-day basis. This means you will be dealing with more than one individual working on the same project or task. Since engineers are no longer working alone, you may need to learn new ways to interact with those around you. Communication skills are essential to your survival in engineering management. Document everything you can about your facility. Get as much as possible down on paper or in a computer database so other engineering team members will be able to troubleshoot problems in a custom-built circuit. Communication and organization are the keys to preparing for consolidation. After consolidation, there may be fewer people doing more work. Therefore, you must improve your efficiency and time-management skills. Conversely, you may find that there are several qualified people working together, aspiring to achieve the same position and goals. You will need to keep an open mind about designs and suggestions. As a former mentor once
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told me, "There are many different ways to do a project the right way, but only one way to do it wrong, and that is the wrong way." Listen to those around you, even nontechnical staff members. Even though their ideas may not match your own, nontechnical staff may provide input that helps you achieve your goal.

In most cases, your company will have a director of engineering. He or she will handle many stations within a region or even within the entire company. Perhaps for the first time, an experienced engineer — one who understands your operating environment and the requirements of your job — will judge your performance and appearance. In the past, it was difficult at best for a general manager to accurately determine your abilities as an engineer. Most general managers had to take their best guess and a gamble. The smart general manager looked for accreditations, certifications, mannerisms and proficiency when judging an engineer. The Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE) offers the only certification available for a general manager to gauge an individual's abilities (see "SBE certification," p. 32). While the SBE is an excellent way to judge an engineer's technical abilities, it is not a guarantee that the certified individual will blend with the new organization. The adept engineer will develop skills that buttress his SBE credential.

It is in your best interest to run a very tight ship, keeping extensive documentation on the operation of your facility. Start a transmitter-maintenance log for each of your transmitter sites, if one does not already exist. If you do not already have a computerized maintenance database for your studios, build one. Assess your abilities, then overcome your weaknesses and refine your strengths. From all accounts, the engineer of the future will have multiple abilities, ranging from management information systems (MIS) to RF engineering. The truly valuable engineer will possess a good understanding of business and the financial side of broadcasting as well as the technology that drives the business. Radio is, after all, a business. If you have not already done so, take time to learn new technologies (e.g., hard-disk automation, hard-disk editing, and Microsoft and Novell networking). If all of this seems like too much, or consolidation is imminent, the best you can do is refine your current skills and advertise yourself. If you work all night wiring the new automation and have created a device to facilitate the operation, tell someone. Now is not the time to downplay your contributions.

Operations after consolidation
Once management has determined who will lead the engineering depart-

Transmitter site appearance will help you analyze the work ethic of the engineer.
When two innovative companies join, the game has just begun.

Harris and Intraplex Synergy Continues

Harris, the leader in advanced broadcast systems, is pleased to welcome Intraplex, the leader in digital transmission solutions, to the Harris Communications family.

Whether you are outfitting a new station, networking a group of stations, or upgrading your equipment, Intraplex Transmission Solutions from Harris Broadcast Systems will take you there. Call us today.

Harris and Intraplex Transmission Solutions. Welcome to the next level.

1-877-468-7275 – www.harris.com/communications
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On-call method

Most consolidated engineering departments now operate emergency services using an engineering hotline as a primary contact for all on-call emergencies. The hotline presents a single number and contact for the entire staff to use. In most cases, the hotline is a cellular phone, which is transferred or forwarded to rotating pager numbers on a scheduled basis. With this contact method, no one person is left out of the loop regarding project status. Other crucial information is effectively communicated to everyone. Proper communication will ensure that an engineer will successfully complete his tasks. By rotating on-call status between individuals, it is very difficult for the rest of the staff to develop a favored status with one individual. An added benefit is the obvious matter of rest. When an engineer is not carrying the hotline, he or she is either on secondary or is not on-call at all.

You Handle the Caller, We’ll Handle the Audio!

Accurate staffing will determine the physical condition of the broadcast operation.

Finding new talent

The staffing changes made during a consolidation must be carefully managed. Finding new engineering talent is probably the most difficult task managers face today. If you are looking for qualified engineering talent to fill positions within your company, besides taking them from your competitors within a local market, you can try recruiting from local universities and tech schools as well as advertising with the SBE job line and on the World Wide Web. One such service is www.headhunters.net. Trade publications like BE Radio are also tremendous assets. With the consolidation of stations into larger groups, there are not many places to look for qualified help. Let this shortage serve as a call to all professional engineers in this industry to do everything in their power to recruit and train engineers now in preparation for the future. Employers can also help by increasing benefits for engineers (e.g., profit sharing, stock options and other nontraditional bonuses). As we add more technology, replace traditional labor and improve efficiency, we must also add technical staff to support these technologies.

Ben Brinitzer, CSRE, is regional director of engineering for SeaStar Communications Inc., a division of Capstar Broadcasting Inc., Raleigh, NC. Reach him at 919-876-1061 or e-mail bbrn@interpath.net.

SBE Certification

ChriSS Scherer, CSRE, editor, and member of SBE Certification Committee

The Certification Program is a service of SBE that contributes to the advancement of broadcast engineering for the general benefit of the entire broadcast industry. The objectives of the program are to raise the status of broadcast engineers by providing standards of professional competence in the practice of broadcast engineering and related technologies; to recognize those individuals who, by fulfilling the requirements of knowledge, experience, responsibility and conduct, meet those standards of professional competence; and to encourage broadcast engineers to continue their professional development.

To remain valid, certification status must be renewed every five years, thus ensuring that the value of the individual and the program will continue. The annual salary survey conducted by BE Radio also shows that SBE certified engineers earn higher salaries than non-certified engineers (see the July issue of BE Radio for the latest results).

For more information on SBE certification, contact the Society of Broadcast Engineers at 317-253-1640, lgodby@sbe.org or online at www.sbe.org.
When you need to nail the sound

COURIER, the portable recorder from Sonifex, is the breakthrough in portable digital audio recording that journalists and sound recordists have been waiting for. The Courier records to and plays back from a PCMCIA hard-disk or flashcard. It records standard mpeg compressed, linear .wav, or broadcast .wav files. With the use of a scrub-wheel, graphical LCD waveform and undo actions, non-destructive editing is the easiest in the business with the Courier. The Courier uses standard camcorder batteries or AA cells, and comes with a power supply/charger that can be used in any country. It's lightweight 1.5kg (3lb), so it's not going to be a burden in daily use, and has professional XLR connectors.

www.independentaudio.com
(ph)207.773.2424 (fx)207.773.2422
Buying a digital broadcast console

Will your next on-air console be digital?
There are several choices to make and options to consider.
By Chip Morgan

We all know the advantages of digital technology — it can make on-air work faster and more flexible. It can reduce the workload of engineers, programmers and radio personalities. And it can give us what we really want: a reliable, technically sound investment.

Engineers have been watching the development of digital consoles for many years, waiting for this technology — which will serve as the heart of the broadcast studio — to be built, tested and proven. The day has finally come when engineers can feel comfortable about specifying and using a digital console in radio broadcasting. Just as news writers made the progression from manual typewriters to electronic word processors, air talent is now making the transition from analog to digital consoles. The shift to digital occurred first in the production room, where editors, with new workstations, taught the value of digital editing. Now there's a need to mix and broadcast the digital audio itself, and on-air consoles are ready.

With traditional analog systems, the space between studios and master control rooms is filled with cables. With digital systems, fiber optic interconnections or digital data cables between rooms can minimize the cable count and eliminate audio ground loops. Compact digital routers can usually handle interconnections for five or more stations. Usually, the only cables that run to the actual board surface are the RS-422 (or other serial connection), monitor, meter, cue and headphone feeds. With a centralized location such as this, you can take advantage of even greater integration. Air talent will appreciate the fact that engineers can remotely access digital consoles, avoiding interruptions in the show. In turn, engineers won't have to deal as often with temperamental talent.

Modification or alignment of digital broadcast consoles will be as easy as upgrading a computer. This is especially valuable in the age of consolidation, with several
Get Better Jocks for Less Money

Decrease costs, increase profits and run your station more efficiently. Outside of drive time, why pay your talent to sit around waiting to talk? A Scott digital System can put all your songs, spots and prerecorded Voice Trax together smoothly and easily—without anybody in the air studio!

For years, Scott Studios' client stations have been successfully pre-recording incredibly live sounding fully localized 4 hour music shows in just 10-20 minutes. If you have a hub and spoke cluster of stations with similar formats and names (like Mix, Magic, Kiss or Kicker), you can sound great and save even more.

Scott Breakthrough: Free Software!

Thanks to Scott Studios’ new free Voice Trax Via Internet (VTVI) software, announcers can record timely localized shows from anywhere. All they need is a good microphone, mic pre-amp and processor, Internet connection, any Windows® computer with sound card and Scott Studios' free VTVI!

Simply schedule your station’s music. With the touch of a button, your log and latest local copy points are automatically e-mailed to your announcers. And Scott's VTVI works seamlessly with all music schedulers and traffic/billing programs.

Live tags, trivia and copy are displayed automatically on the screen. Announcers don’t need a clumsy copy book or liner cards. They can talk as early as they want before songs fade and over intros or in the clear. VTVI is so simple to use: a touch of the space bar triggers the next song or the next spot. Voice Trax are recorded with the computer's regular sound card with exceptional digital quality.

Unlike live radio, any or all of the Trax can be reviewed and possibly improved by re-recording. With the VTVI's optional Segue Editor, announcers can fine-tune their timing of song intros, back sells and donut spots without re-recording.

VTVI is Goof Proof!

VTVI includes Scott Studios' exclusive Voice/Music Synchronizer. Whenever the announcer mentions song title or artist, he or she turns on the link so the back sell or intro plays only with the correct song.

You Can Even Do Time Checks!

If all the station's spots have been scheduled when the log is e-mailed to the announcer, Scott's VTVI displays accurate time for use in any Voice Trax.

$10,000 a Year Cheaper than WANs

When the announcer is done, a click on the VTVI Auto-Send button dials the Internet over a standard phone line and uploads the entire show to your Internet over a standard phone line.

When the announcer is done, a click on the VTVI Auto-Send button dials the Internet over a standard phone line and uploads the entire show to your Internet over a standard phone line.

Here's Scott Studios' Voice Trax Via Internet (VTVI) software, shown with the optional Segue Editor. VTVI allows a distant announcer to pre-record a 4 hour show in about 15-20 minutes with nothing more than a Windows computer with an ordinary sound card, an Internet connection and a good microphone.

Scott Studios digital audio system automatically. Transfer does take a long time, but your announcer can be answering e-mail, writing copy or creating promos on the VTVI computer while the show transfers.

VTVI isn't limited to music announcements. It gives high quality audio to recorded spots, remotes, weather, stock reports, news and election returns.

Your station will sound great with Scott VTVI! The only thing you need is an Internet connection on each end, a $29 a month FTP transfer site and the Scott NT System with Remote Recording Router.

Voice Trax play seamlessly without anyone back at the station. And if the announcer forgets to record something, or if songs or spots get changed at the last minute, Scott's Voice/Music Synchronizer automatically substitutes a generic Voice Trax with the same voice for the day and hour of that break.

3 VTVI Models: Good, Better, Best

Scott Studios also offers a $500 VTVI+ that sends your distant announcer telescoped song intros and endings via the Internet. With VTVI+, a telescoped aircheck can be previewed and fine-tuned in the context of starts and ends of songs and spots.

Or with VTVI Deluxe, your announcers record their Voice Trax while listening to song and spot intros and endings in context!

VTVI is just one of several ways Scott Studios digital systems can improve your sound and your bottom line.
Digital broadcast consoles

stations operating under one roof. (For more information on consolidation, see "Engineering Consolidation," p. 28.)

Show control
Digital broadcast consoles offer the advantage of fast and simple console reconfigurations for different show requirements. With analog, what you see is what you get. In the digital world, there is quite a bit beneath the surface. The digital console has far more power than is obvious on the surface. Certain shows work better with a different arrangement of channels, and digital broadcast consoles allow reconfiguration of special settings, either automatically or manually. Some stations simul-cast with the same or different commercials and music. Others may have a special scenario for morning drive. At the press of a button, you can change the console's personality, with all of the console channels set up for specific show requirements. You can then quickly switch to a regular music show or go automated overnight.

Since digital broadcast consoles are usually modular, you can begin with a digital console that has both analog and digital capabilities. You don’t have to change from analog to digital all at once. Channels can be added or changed as the budget allows or as technology progresses.

Industry attitude
During research for this article, one manufacturer commented that changing consoles is like going to the dentist — you don’t want to do it unless you have to.

Many believe that going digital is inevitable and is simply a matter of time. There seems to be a shift among those in the industry from reluctance to readiness. The only question is, should the move be done today or tomorrow?

Currently, only two to three percent of the stations in the U.S. have digital broadcast consoles. One concern is that, being a processor/computer-based device, it can crash. The manufacturers of some of the better consoles address the issue of crashing with redundancy, smart logic and bypass systems. Many studio designers provide analog redundancy in digital facility design to overcome this potential problem. Any critical system should have redundancy.

Cost is a major issue as well. Digital technology is obviously the future, but until now, professional digital consoles have been out of reach of all but the larger radio stations. The cost for a digital console is typically higher than that for an analog counterpart, and the vast improvement in quality may not justify the increased cost.

These days, when building new studios, the true cost of going completely digital is about the same as a
If sound were color, wouldn’t it be great if it were rich and vibrant like the colors of a tropical bird straight from paradise. With the Symetrix 628 Voice Processor, vocalists and voice talent can achieve such brilliant, resonant sound.

Over a decade ago, Symetrix introduced the voice processor that became a standard to the audio industry. Now with the 628 Digital Voice Processor, Symetrix goes further. By combining proven digital signal processing and an easy to use analog-like interface with factory and user programmable presets, Symetrix has created one of the most versatile yet reliable pieces of processing equipment on the market today.

Voices are as different as the colors of the feather. So each voice needs a unique palette of functions to make it sound its best. With its powerful processing, programmable presets and digital output, the Symetrix 628 is the complete palette.

next level solutions

WIRELESS
BROADCAST
COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS

1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com/communications
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comparable analog system. This is not an accident. Console manufacturers know what the market will bear, and thus design accordingly. The systems are now mature and well-developed, and there's no particular reason to not make the move now.

The proof is in the sound quality. Owners, engineers and program directors love digital broadcast consoles if for no reason other than their purity. These state-of-the-art consoles typically provide a better signal-to-noise ratio than analog consoles of equivalent cost.

Digital broadcast consoles alone won't fix everything. Although considered the heart of the system, digital consoles are only one of many components. Your system will only sound as good as its weakest link. Make sure you're playing the highest-quality audio available, whether music or talk, and that the studio transmitter links are as solid as possible.

Technical aspects
As already pointed out, digital consoles fall into two basic categories: One design uses a stand-alone con-

sole with all the connections going into it; other designs rely on an outboard audio engine to handle the I/O and DSP. The console surface acts like a computer keyboard, simply controlling the functions within. Most of the consoles available are capable of sample-rate conversion on the digital inputs, which is helpful since there usually isn't a single, common standard frequency in use.

Summary
Although going from analog to digital can be a little scary, it's a sign of the times. As you design studio systems for the next millennium, keep in mind what impresses listeners — crystal-clear sound. Do your research and don't hesitate to really demo the products. Pay special attention to your programming goals, and look for features and signal flow that will accommodate these needs. Digital broadcast consoles should provide stations with stable performance that remains consistent over time. They should be easily upgradable and reconfigurable as the station grows and technology progresses. Buying a new console can be your chance to grow into new creativity — and new markets.

One Dealer, One Focus, One Call

Call us, and put our people to work for you.

One Dealer, One Focus, One Call
## EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bays</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>600W</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>800W</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>800W</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>$980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>800W</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>$1,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-2-4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,000W</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>$1,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-3-5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3,000W</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>$2,270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-3-6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3,000W</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>$2,740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bays</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GP-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,000W</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>$350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4,000W</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$1,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP-3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6,000W</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>$1,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP-4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6,000W</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>$2,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP-5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6,000W</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>$3,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP-6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6,000W</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>$3,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bays</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGP-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,000W</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>$690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8,000W</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$2,690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP-3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10,000W</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>$3,595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP-4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10,000W</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>$4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP-5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10,000W</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>$5,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGP-6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10,000W</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>$6,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The antenna gain may vary with the frequency. For powers up to 20 KW please, make the request to provide the specific configuration.

OMB also Manufactures:
- FM transmitters
- TV transmitters
- FM and TV Links
- TV antennas
- Medium power FM antennas
- Connectors

OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA
Digital broadcast consoles

Going on-air

Today, several manufacturers offer digital consoles. Each offers various functions and features, just as with analog consoles.

Following is a list of currently available digital consoles.

Auditronics

NuStar 3001

Four stereo program buses with stereo cue in a modular, familiar layout. Analog/digital I/Os in a separate DSP, rackmounted unit that can be upgraded. Sample rates of 32, 44.1 and 48kHz. The outboard audio engine allows for flexible DSP reconfiguring. Available in 24 or 30 fader frames.

Fidelipac

MX/D

The eight-channel surface accepts up to 16 stereo inputs and has two stereo and one mono output. 24-bit internal processing. Inputs can be AES-3, SPDIF or analog. Flip-top front allows easy internal access. Graham-Patten Systems is the manufacturer of the internal electronics.

(Fidelipac continued on page 42.)

Back in 1988 when NSN introduced VSAT satellite technology to the broadcast industry, there were fewer than 1,500 VSAT terminals in the USA. Today there are over 150,000!

Over the years, we’ve installed more than 150 uplinks and over 2,800 remote sites worldwide. And we’ve blazed a few trails including the first ComStream ISO/MPEG VSAT digital audio and data networks in the USA, Venezuela, and the Bahamas; the first “store & forward” localized satellite audio networks in the USA; and the first VSAT SCPC paging data distribution network in Hong Kong.

NSN’s unmatched integration experience has made us the nation’s preferred choice for VSAT networks. We are the largest authorized distributor of ComStream digital audio equipment. The recent addition of Wegener’s digital audio product line provides us with an extensive array of the finest satellite equipment and broadcast communications products to meet your needs. NSN offers complete, turnkey networks with spacetime for coast-to-coast stereo audio starting at just $1,595 per month! Look to us for:

- Satellite Data Networks
- Satellite Internet Connectivity
- Network Design & Licensing
- Domestic & International Spacetime
- 24-Hour Technical Support
- Installation & Training
- Lease Financing

Fax 970-949-9620

Call the Pioneers!

970-949-7774

800-345-VSAT 8728

E-mail: kelly@nsn.net
Not All Digital Systems Are Created Equal.

(A T MEDIATOUCH WE JUST HAPPEN TO MAKE THE BEST.)

Better Software.
Ease of Use: The MediaTouch OpLOG™ Control Panel, copyright in 1984, is the most copied touchscreen in the radio industry today because it places all crucial things your jocks need at their fingertips. Our new OpLOG2000™ Air Controller for Windows™ gives your jocks even more live assist power.

Open Standards: MediaTouch since inception, has always maintained an open architecture in its hardware, software interfaces and operational-protocol designs. This means MediaTouch can easily adapt to your style of format, and internal or wide area operations. Other proprietary and boiler plate systems restrict your purchasing flexibility, growth potential and force you into inflated prices when it's time to upgrade.

W.A.A.N.™ Wide Area Audio Networking: Other systems are now adapting their software to connect your stations near and far together. MediaTouch has been using W.A.A.N.™ since 1992! Talent may share the same AIR log in the same building, in a different building, or even in another city! Is wide area traffic and music scheduling, production, talent and remote control between stations what you want in your digital system? With MediaTouch, it's easy.

Better Hardware.

Better Support. Call us today at (800)636-0123 or (888)665-0501 and get in touch with MediaTouch for the Best in digital audio.

MediaTouch
A DIVISION OF OMT TECHNOLOGIES INC.

CALL FOR YOUR FREE INTERACTIVE CD ROM • DEMO OF OpLOG-2000(TM)
When your work relies on play... rely on Antex.

Introducing the Broadcaster™ series from Antex.

With up to 4 inputs and 8 outputs all playing on top of each other, you have near-unlimited options for broadcast creativity. Record, edit, produce spots, take calls, do program feeds—all while playing back as many as six stereo programs on the air. All with one PCI card. For the highest quality, purest 20-bit sound ever to come out of an Intel or Alpha based PC.

Best of all, you have the confidence of choosing an ISO-9001 rated industry leader that's been defining the standard for PC digital audio for over a dozen years. When you're choosing Antex, you're choosing the best.

Find out how Antex is setting new standards for broadcasters. Visit us at www.antex.com or call us toll-free at 1.800.338.4231.

Model LX-24M
- 20 bit A/D and D/A converters
- MPEG layer 1/1, 8 or 16 bit PCM
- PCI bus, WIN 98/NT
- 96dB dynamic range, 0.003% THD+N
- 2 inputs/4 outputs/balanced
- 3 virtual stereo devices

Model BX-44
- 20 bit A/D and D/A converters
- MPEG layer 1/1, 8 or 16 bit PCM
- PCI bus, WIN 98/NT
- 96dB dynamic range, 0.003% THD+N
- 4 inputs/4 outputs/balanced
- 3 virtual stereo devices
- AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O
- MIDI interface
- Video sync/time code

Model BX-12
- 20 bit A/D and D/A converters
- MPEG layer 1/1, 8 or 16 bit PCM
- PCI bus, WIN 98/NT
- 94dB dynamic range, 0.003% THD+N
- 4 inputs/8 outputs/balanced
- 6 virtual stereo devices
- AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O
- Independent sample clocks
- Convertible from analog to full digital I/O
- Optional, opto-isolated digital I/O

Digital Consoles
Fidelipac (cont'd)

BA1230

A 12-channel, low-profile control surface. Accepts up to 16 stereo inputs. Metering/monitor select panel can be mounted on the left or right side. Graham-Patten Systems builds the internal electronics. Input connections are XLR.

215-464-2000; fax 215-464-1234; gkuchmas@fidelipac.com; www.fidelipac.com
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Harris

DRC2000

The second generation of this console (the DRC1000 is still available) offers 11 stereo inputs per audio processing unit (APU) with AES-31D (75Ω) or analog connections. Seven stereo outputs are provided. Each channel has a five-band parametric equalizer and dynamics processing.

800-622-0022; fax 765-966-0623; ceicher@harris.com; www.broadcast.harris.com
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Klotz

Paradigm

Up to 24 inputs can be controlled and assigned to any of the eight faders on the work surface. The LCD screen displays time and timer information and is used for console setup. Options include a dual fail-safe power supply and profanity delay.

(Klotz continued on page 44.)
GLOBAL BROADCASTING SOLUTIONS

For over 50 years Continental Electronics has been building the most powerful transmitters for broadcast and communications installed throughout the world. Let us assist you with Engineering, Designing and Commissioning your Studios and Transmitter Facilities.

Exciters

Celebrating 50 years of continuous service

ISO9001 Certified

Radio Broadcasting

Television Broadcasting

Continental Electronics Corporation
800.733.5011 • Dallas, Texas 75227
www.contelec.com

Continental Censa
Santiago, Chile

TELEFUNKEN
Sendertechnik
Berlin, Germany
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**Klotz (cont'd)**

Vadis D.C.

Vadis is a digital routing switcher that serves as the audio engine for the Vadis D.C. console. Inputs can be analog, AES3, ADAT or MADI format. Fully loaded, the system can handle 1024 inputs and 1024 outputs. Change configurations at the press of a button.

**Logitek**

ROC-10, ROC-5

The 10- and five-fader surfaces have a 16 character LCD display per I/O channel and separate on/off buttons. Remote start functions can be done without turning off the console. Flex configurations, three monitor sections, VU meters. Outboard audio engine allows for flexible DSP reconfiguring, factory support, short learning curve, low price point. Non-modular surface. DB connector I/O.

**Spherion**

Available in 12 and 20 fader-control surfaces, the Spherion is built around the Vadis 3D router technology. DSP is available on any input for EQ and dynamics control. Inputs can be routed to any control fader with full machine-control logic following.

**NuMix**

These modular wedges work with the same audio engine as the ROC series and offer an incremental way to build a control surface.

---

**Superior Broadcast Products**

**Quality Products at Reasonable Prices**

**FM Transmitters**

High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service

On site check out by factory personal available

- 1,000 watt $5,990.00
- 2,500 watt $11,990.00
- 5,000 watt $18,990.00
- 10,000 watt $22,990.00
- 15,000 watt $29,990.00
- 20,000 watt $32,990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00

Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Exciter</th>
<th>Amplifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120 watt</td>
<td>$2,800.00</td>
<td>$7,990.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 watt</td>
<td>$3,500.00</td>
<td>$7,990.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000 watt</td>
<td>$7,990.00</td>
<td>$7,990.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FM AMPLIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Exciter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 watt</td>
<td>$995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 watt</td>
<td>$1,790.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 watt</td>
<td>$2,990.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FM STL Both Transmitter and Receiver**

- $3,500.00

**FM Antennas**

All Power Levels 500 watts to 20,000 watts per bay

- RF Coaxial Patch Panels
- FM Combiners
- FREQUENCY AGILE FM TRANSLATOR $2,500.00

---

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297 • Dallas, Texas 75248 Ph: 972/473-2577 • 800/279-3326 • Fax 972/473-2578 • 800/644-5958
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You do it every day.
How can you do it better?

NAB99 NAB99 is your one-stop shop for ideas, innovations and solutions. If you've never been to the NAB in Las Vegas, ask anyone who has and you'll learn just how much there is for Radio! Regardless of your market size or your role in your station, there's something for you. Explore the convergence markets and uncover new opportunities.

Celebrate creativity. Spark innovation. Discover real business solutions. And decide what technology, products and services to buy, and from whom — all in one place, all at one time.

This is the power and spirit of NAB99!

Start planning today!
www.nab.org/conventions/
Or call 1.800.342.2460
or 1.202.429.4194

April 18-22, 1999
Exhibits/April 19-22
Las Vegas
Nevada/USA
Coaxial Dynamics’
NEW Line of
Liquid/Air
Terminations
are quickly becoming
the choice of
“Chief Engineers”
for testing, adjusting
and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.
The NEW design
of the Coaxial
Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS
15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800-COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E-Mail: coaxial@apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com

Generate new income
with sponsored
information lines!

Audio OnLine™ is ideal for...
Concert info... Weather/ski/surf reports...
School closings... Traffic updates...
Voting lines... Contest rules... Sports scores...
- Multiple messages
- Multiple sponsors
- Multiple phone lines
- Multiple call-counts
- ONE easy system

FAX-on-Demand Doc #124 (626) 355-4210
Internet: http://www.henryeng.com

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vista Dr.
Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA
TEL (626) 355-3656
FAX (626) 355-0077

Digital consoles
PR&E
Integrity
Console surface is very low-profile. Sixteen programmable inputs with full-color LCD screen to displays audio levels and clock/timer. Analog or digital I/O and multiple monitors, fader start, automated mix-minus, split mix recording. Outboard audio engine allows for flexible DSP configuration either locally or remotely and has automatic, redundant backup systems. 25-foot limit between electronics enclosure and control surface. Accepts AES3 and SPDIF inputs.
760-438-3911; fax 760-438-9277; sales@pre.com; www.pre.com

Studer
On-Air 2000
Channel-related touchscreens are used for configuration. Analog/digital I/Os in 6-, 12-, 18- or 24-input sections (six faders per section) with XLR connections for up to 48 inputs. Total recall of all parameters, administration lockout capabilities. Well-designed monitoring system.
408-542-8886; fax 408-752-9699;
studer.sales@harman.com; www.studer.ch

Wheatstone
D-500
Completely modular design. Modules can be hot pulled/plugged. Four stereo buses, digital/analog outputs with output sample rates of 32, 44.1 or 48kHz. Familiar layout (like an analog console) has a short learning curve. New version incorporates a hard-wired approach instead of the previously used TDM bus.
252-638-7000: fax 252-637-1285; sales@wheatstone.com. www.wheatstone.com

Chip Morgan is President of CMBE Inc., Sacramento, CA, a broadcast design and integration firm specializing in high-performance engineering. Reach him at 800-901-2623 or via e-mail at chip@cmbe.com.

Thanks to Logitek, PR&E, Studer and Wheatstone for their assistance in preparing this article.
LOW COST TOP QUALITY
FM TRANSMITTERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS

- 10W
- 25W

IN STOCK READY
TO SHIP

TRANSMITTERS/POWER AMPLIFIERS

- 150W
- 300W
- 500W
- 1000W
- 1.5kW
- 2.0kW
- 2.5kW
- 3.0kW

IN STOCK READY
TO SHIP

CALL (TOLL FREE)
1-888-411-5174

PTEK

1814 SCHOOLDALE DRIVE, SAN JOSE CA 95124: 408-448-3342  FAX 408-448-5951
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The antenna is the last link in the broadcast chain.

This is the first in a series of nine articles on basic broadcast antennas.

The antenna is the last link in the chain from microphone to listener. It is the broadcaster’s last chance to make sure the best possible signal leaves the station. This series of articles will provide guidance for engineers moving into the field of broadcast RF radiation. It will also help engineers maintain full power output and top quality under all conditions, transmit the sound that the studio has produced, and satisfy the FCC inspector — in fact, it is the RF engineer’s work with which the FCC is most interested.

The FCC requires every station to have a copy of the FCC Rules. Every RF engineer should also be familiar with Part 73 and, if remote control equipment is used, Part 74.

AM antenna fundamentals

The purpose of an antenna is to radiate an RF signal into space without changing its form or character in most receivers, and usually requires less ground space. These towers are massive steel devices anywhere from 12 inches on a face to 36 inches or more and almost any height from 120 to 1000 feet above the ground.

They may be self-supporting or guyed. The guy wires consist of steel cables broken up by insulators to prevent parasitic re-radiation, or pattern distortion, from cable lengths that have a harmonic relationship with the station’s frequency. In some cases, when there is possible pattern distortion or interference to a directional antenna, nonmetallic guy wires (e.g., Phillystran, a nonconductive resin) are used.

Most antennas are series-fed. This means that the base of the antenna is insulated from ground by means of a large insulator. This glass base insulator is usually about 4 feet above ground. A 4-inch copper strap should run from its bottom down each of the four concrete base sides to connect to the ground system around the antenna. Antennas that are not series-fed are called shunt-fed. (Shunt-fed antennas will be discussed in a later installment of this series).

A copper rod or tube, from the antenna tuning unit (ATU) to a tower leg, connects the RF drive and the antenna. This drive connection should use at least 1-inch material to provide a good low-loss connection. The RF drive connection must contain one or two turns of a loop to provide a high impedance to lightning strikes.

Figure 1. Directional antenna arrays are common in AM facilities. Shown here are the basic phasor system, tuning networks and ammeter circuits.
We're thinking "in the box."

With all the “out-of-the-box” thinking going on these days, we thought it was time someone put some thought in the box. That’s what we’ve been doing at Crown. The result? An improved FM exciter. An exciter that delivers the clean, accurate audio quality that you expect from Crown.

Quality FM Exciters

Performance
You’ve got to see our latest specifications. You’ll find wide stereo separation, a low signal-to-noise ratio, and a host of other specs we’ve not previously published.

Power Levels
Crown exciters are available in 30-watt, 100-watt, 250-watt, and 500-watt versions—each in an attractive, compact, and rugged chassis.

Applications
A Crown exciter makes an ideal link in your broadcast chain. Whether you installing a new system or replacing the driver stage of your tube transmitter, these boxes can do it all.

Service/Support
We put more in our boxes than a quality product. Each one comes with a 3-year warranty and fast, friendly technical support (24 hours a day).

In-the-box Innovations.
Out-of-the-box Solutions.

Customer Corner
“Everytime I open up a Crown box, I am amazed at the reliable and elegant design. P.S. The new exciter board looks great!”
—Glenn Finney, Chief Engineer, Macon, Georgia
The UM-2000 is a self contained split band stereo FM processor, with AGC and an "ultra transparent" digital stereo generator. Designed to give you concert quality, at a price you will like.

Contact us for details and dealer information.

Just $1,895.00

affordable audio processing

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY COMPANY
P.O. Box 751, Lamar, CO 81052
(719) 336-3902

http://www.hnat.com

The FM Series

SWR's FM antennas, ranging from educational series to multi-station antenna arrays, are highly customized to meet broadcasters' needs.

Options
- Circular, horizontal, or vertical polarization
- Beam tilt
- Null fill
- Customized directional patterns

Our Priority is Your Satisfaction

Antennas and Transmission Line Systems
Systems With Reliability, Inc.
P.O. Box 896, Ebensburg, PA 15931
1-814-472-5435 FAX 1-814-472-8592
E-mail swr@third-wave.com
www.swr-cf.com

The FM10 Series
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BROADCAST ANTENNAS

loop should be 18 inches to 2 feet in diameter.

Sometimes this copper connection is split, and each leg receives a drive connection. This split may produce better power distribution in the ironwork. It is common for the electric line for tower lights to be run through the hollow copper antenna connection, which is large enough to carry it comfortably. Such a system eliminates the need for lighting chokes or Austin ring transformers. Lighting chokes are merely RF chokes in series in the power line in the ATU to prevent the electric connection from shorting the RF to ground. The ATU is placed as close to the antenna base as possible, and the fence required by the FCC is placed around it and the antenna.

Usually, antennas less than 199 feet overall height above ground (OAG) do not require lights. Also, the FCC often requires only one tower in a multiple antenna array to be lit. This can save money, and it's worth looking into if you have several towers.

Ground system

The ground system normally consists of 120 #8 copper wires buried about 8 to 12 inches below the surface. Their length depends on the station's frequency, which is also related to the height of the antenna. These ground radials are equal in length to the antenna height above the base. A preferred antenna height is 90' (i.e., one-quarter wavelength). This value makes for easier antenna calculations and provides reasonably good radiation efficiency.

It is good engineering practice to install an expanded copper screen around the base of the tower. The screen is usually 24'x24', though under some circumstances it may be as large as 48'x48'. This screen is made an integral part of the ground connection system and the 120 radials are connected to it.

If you have just joined a station built 15 years ago, you may inherit complaints that the signal is down. After checking station documents,
www.neutrikusa.com

NEUTRIK USA, Inc.: The NEUTRIK USA, Inc. website features direct links to various sites including Authorized Distributors, Sales Representatives, NEUTRIK USA, Inc. offices and our parent company's website for on-line access to spec drawings through WHIP files. Viewing includes a What's New section for new product introductions and a Trade Show section so that you can come see our products in person!

www.contelec.com

Continental Electronics: Things to find on the www.contelec.com Web site are: District Sales Manager's contact data; Factory Marketing & Sales personnel contact data; E-Slide - FREE engineering software; Product Line Descriptions and Specifications; Links from Broadcast Supply Division to vendor Web sites.

www.omt.net

OMT Technologies: MediaTouch by OMT Technologies provides radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems for live assist or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast experience, MediaTouch has innovative software solutions starting as low as $995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting new products, and find out how our clients sound better and save money with our unsurpassed quality, reliability, and support.

www.dataworld.com

Dataworld: Dataword is an industry-leading information services company founded in 1971. Twenty-eight years of software development and data processing experience allows Dataworld to set trends in information services and solutions. Click on Dataworld's home page for exciting information on our Flag Service, the production of DataXpert and our new line of digital television services.

www.prophetsys.com

Prophet Systems: Discover true digital audio with the Audio Wizard CFS32 from Prophet Systems Innovations.

www.beradio.com

BE Radio: BE Radio gives radio station managers and engineers the information they need to make critical equipment purchase decisions. In this era of accelerating technology and increased competition, radio broadcasters face a dizzying array of decisions daily. BE Radio presents need-to-know technical information to help readers solve the challenges of technology and equipment problems they face.
especially the antenna operating parameters, inspect the ground system. A deteriorated ground often causes a poor signal. Radials can corrode or be broken by cars driving across muddy antenna fields. It is not even unusual to find that the copper has been stolen. You can make a rough check by taking a pocket radio, reducing transmitter power, and walking out the radials while listening for sudden or poor signals. A better way is with a field strength meter. If you find bad problems with a ground system, the best thing to do — if money allows — is install a new one.

Part 73 of the *FCC Rules* includes two figures that make it easy to determine wavelength, required antenna height and efficiency. Although the FCC basically requires that antennas meet their height specifications, the Commission will also accept differing antenna designs provided they meet the radiation efficiency requirements. It is important to be aware of this because an engineer may join a station and find that, when becoming familiar with the station design and layout records, the antenna does not apparently meet the *Rules*.

**Antenna current**

A critical quantity in AM RF engineering and broadcast-station operation is the antenna base current. Confusion

---

**Figure 2.** This figure shows a typical antenna base operating impedance chart of the type the FCC requires to be present in every AM station.
BROADCAST ANTENNAS

sometimes occurs because several terms are used: (antenna) base current is the most common, and the terms operating base current and loop current are also used. Figure 1 shows a basic phasor unit and the location of the ammeters.

The base current ammeter is connected via a make-before break switch. To read base-operating current, the meter is switched into circuit and the current is read without modulation. There are various ways of doing this; often current can be read during a break in speech. You may come across one of the long-established stations that still has a remote-control line from the ATU to remove modulation for a few seconds while base current is read. Hot-wire ammeters are used, as are Delta toroidal transformers. The latter consists of a toroidal coil slipped over the antenna feed line just before it leaves the ATU. The output from the transformer is read on a DC meter. To avoid lightning damage if an actual ammeter is used, the meter is never left in the circuit between readings.

Base current and base operating impedance are vital figures in transmitter maintenance. We all are familiar with the power equation from Ohm's Law:

$$P = I^2R$$

Where
- \(P\) = power output (watts)
- \(I\) = antenna base operating current (amps)
- \(R\) = antenna base operating resistance, obtained from the antenna base operating impedance measurement (ohms).

This antenna base operating impedance must be on file at the station in the engineering department documents. If you can't find a recent one, you must make one (or have one made if the station does not have the necessary equipment). This data is one of the first things an FCC inspector looks at when a station is inspected. There should also be a graph, like that in Figure 2, showing the relationship between antenna resistance and impedance for ±30kHz each side of the station's frequency in 5kHz steps. If you have a directional antenna, more data will be required (this topic will be discussed later in this series).

FOR MORE INFORMATION

E-mail John at batcom@bright.net.
Being out of the studio doesn’t need to be complicated. In fact, it’s never been easier.

With this issue, BE Radio launches a series of features that consider remote and studio facilities of radio stations throughout the U.S. Each installment of the series will focus on a particular aspect or case study of facility design or remote operations.

Remote options

As in the past, the radio remote still takes a variety of forms. The simplest puts a station personality at a remote site, with occasional reports from the scene. Traditionally, the talent simply called in on a POTS (plain old telephone service) line, but today a POTS codec or an ISDN feed can be used for higher-quality audio from the site. POTS codecs offer up to 15kHz mono audio on a standard dial-up telephone line. ISDN codecs provide full-bandwidth mono or stereo audio via Basic Rate Interface (BRI) ISDN circuits (more on these later).

More elaborate remotes include the origination of other program material (besides talent continuity) from the remote site. This necessitates the use of portable mixing and storage devices on site for the production of live events from the scene and/or live assembly of recorded programming there. The latest offerings in portable mixers are extremely small in size and high in quality, and many are robust yet inexpensive. Often, the most difficult piece of the puzzle in these cases is adequate monitoring on site. Ideally, an IFB system allows talent and crew to hear either the local program mix or an off-air monitor, with interruptible communications from the remote coordinator on site and the board operator or engineer back at the station. Independently addressable headphone feeds are also helpful.

However, off-air monitor feeds at the remote site are not as simple as they used to be. The digital processing time required by backhaul codecs can introduce a delay long enough to distract or confuse on-air talent when hearing their own voices off the air in headphones. (Other
items in a station's air chain, such as a compressed digital STL, may also add to this delay.) For this reason, a local program monitor feed is often used instead.

Another option is the ability to control the station's automation system in the live-assist or manual mode from a PC at the remote site. In this case, the talent or operator can run the station's programming from the remote location using a laptop interfaced by modem to the station's LAN. The user interface is identical to that used in the studio, so operations are familiar and comfortable.

A recent trend in radio is the live on-location talk show (particularly of the sports variety) that includes call-ins. In many cases, calls are screened and selected to air at the studio rather than at the remote site. This means that the phone hybrid(s) at the studio must be properly interfaced with the send and receive feeds to/from the remote site, which requires multiple mix minus busing capability on the studio console (see Figure 1).

**Backhaul systems**

POTS and ISDN codecs come in a variety of hardware configurations, some of which incorporate small mixing and monitoring facilities. Others are pure codecs requiring external mixers and monitoring equipment. For quick and simple remotes, the integrated variety can allow a "one-box solution," while more complex setups may benefit from the smaller size and flexibility of the codec-only devices. A few systems now offer both ISDN- and POTS-codec capabilities in a single unit.

A number of companies offer POTS codecs, with each codec using a proprietary system. ISDN codecs, on the other hand, use a variety of standard algorithms, allowing units from different manufacturers to be employed on either end of a backhaul path, in many cases. To increase this versatility, most ISDN codecs today implement multiple data-compression algorithms, so the

---

**Figure 1. Live call-in remotes often use studio facilities to accept and interface calls, using an arrangement like the one shown above.**
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**CartWorks Digital Audio Systems**

**The Choice is Easy!**

---

**Live Assist/Cart Replacement**

The first truly user friendly digital audio system. A perfect replacement for those aging cart machines. Operate manually like a six deck cart machine or use Script Automation for advanced live assist features. You won't need a staff of computer wizards to operate it either. Because CartWorks is designed to lock and operate like traditional broadcast equipment, it's easy to learn and use.

**Satellite Automation**

All the features of our Live Assist workstations plus advanced Satellite Automation. Includes 8X2 stereo audio switcher and everything you need for live, local sounding satellite automation.

CartWorks' powerful Script Automation provides more than just the standard features. Extended control capabilities tackle even the most demanding applications.

And there's no macro language to learn. It's all controlled from a simple Windows' point and click interface.

**Music-On-Hard-Drive**

Designed after the original CartWorks friendly user interface, here's a professional Music-On-Hard-Drive system that's simple to operate yet powerful. Sound live 24-hours a day with pre-recorded, in-context voice tracks that match what's actually on the air.

To keep things simple, Spot sets are played from a familiar cart deck. Music log events are played from a music log.

CartWorks MHD accepts logs from most any of your favorite music schedulers. Or use our included Quick Scheduler.

Switching between automated and live assist modes is as simple as pressing a single button. And options are available to easily add Satellite Automation. CartWorks MHD won't drain your budget or your brain.

Like all CartWorks products, it's backed by 24-hour technical support.

**Prices start at $4,995 Complete!**

For information call: 1-800-795-7234 Or visit us on the web: www.cartworks.com

---
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REMOTES

likelihood of compatibility with codecs from other manufacturers is almost always ensured. (The February 1998 issue of BE Radio will present a comprehensive rundown of these devices.)

Probably the most commonly used coding algorithm in radio remote backhaul today is ISO/MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3 (also called Layer 3). Layer 3 offers excellent results for mono voice at 128kb/s (using both of the B-channels in an ISDN BRI, via inverse multiplexing, also called IMUXing). Layer 3 can be used for voice on a single B-channel (64kb/s), with good results. For optimal results in high-quality stereo backhaul, inverse multiplexing of multiple ISDN-BRIs is recommended. Using two full BRIs (four B-channels, 256kb/s), excellent results can be obtained for full-fidelity stereo using MPEG-1 Audio Layer 2 or Layer 3. Layer 3 can do well in the joint-stereo mode at 192kb/s (three B-channels), leaving the fourth B-channel as a spare or for other utility applications (e.g., communications and computer data).

Where multiple BRIs are not available, Layer 3 can be used for stereo audio on two B-channels (128kb/s), also providing fine results.

Note that most current ISDN codecs include all the terminal hardware required for connecting directly to an ISDN line (unlike earlier units, which often required external adapters). Nevertheless, many units still require external hardware for inverse multiplexing over multiple BRIs, or they may not support such operation at all. Explore this issue carefully when shopping for a codec, if your requirements include frequent high-quality stereo backhaul via ISDN.

Progress continues in audio codec development, spurred by the need for high-quality audio at the very low bit rates involved in online audio. A new coding algorithm called ISO/MPEG-2 AAC (Advanced Audio Coding) will begin to appear on popular codecs in 1999. This will allow hi-fi mono on a single B-channel (64kb/s) and hi-fi stereo on two B-channels (128 kb/s), thus eliminating the need for ordering, installing and IMUXing of multiple BRIs for most critical stereo applications.

One other area of development involves wireless digital backhaul via unlicensed spread-spectrum devices in the S-band. These units are designed as digital RPsUs for relatively short-haul remote pickups with high audio quality.

In future issues, this series as well as other BE Radio columns will consider the changing environment of the radio remote in greater detail.
**Business**

**Telos Systems** demonstrated the world’s first commercial MPEG-2 AAC (Advanced Audio Coding) codec at the Tonmeistertagung conference held in November in Germany. The encoder is the first to use AAC, the most advanced audio codec technology endorsed by MPEG. AAC is the joint development of the Fraunhofer Institute IIS, AT&T, Sony and Dolby Laboratories. In recent tests, AAC performed two times better than MPEG-2 Layer 2, and about 30% better than MPEG-2 Layer 3. This means fewer bits may be used in order to achieve a given audio fidelity or that fidelity may be improved at a given bit rate. The encoder is expected to ship in the first quarter of 1999.

**V Wheatstone** has settled into its new facility at 600 Industrial Drive, New Bern NC 28562.

**Harris** has signed a master purchase agreement (MPA) with **Chancellor Media Corporation** to supply radio broadcast equipment and related services to all Chancellor-owned radio stations on a non-exclusive basis.

Harris has also acquired **Intraplex Inc.** Intraplex has become part of Harris’ Broadcast Systems Division, but will remain at the facility it recently moved to, located at 59 Porter Road, Littleton MA 01460-1410. Intraplex will now be able to leverage the systems expertise, market leadership, and worldwide distribution and support structures available through Harris. This acquisition expands Harris’ ability to offer STL and program-transport solutions for the rapidly changing broadcast industry.

**Orban** has been joined by **Prophet Systems** in an effort to develop software that will allow finished production to go directly from production workstations, such as Orban’s Audicy, to on-air delivery systems, such as Prophet System’s Wizard For Windows. Orban engineers have proposed the new software as an extension to the existing Broadcast .WAV File (BWF) standard. The software would allow workstation users to imbed continuity information required by on-air delivery systems in broadcast .WAV files.

**CD Radio Inc.** has awarded **Globecomm Systems Inc.** a contract valued at approximately $2.9 million by to provide a main origination earth-station facility in New York City. The facility is expected to be operational by December 1999.

**XM Satellite Radio Inc.** has made agreements with leading radio manufacturers **Alpine Electronics Inc., Pioneer Electronic Corporation** and the **Sharp Corporation** to manufacture and distribute XM-capable radios and audio systems for the U.S. market. The equipment will enable consumers to receive XM’s coast-to-coast, multichannel satellite-delivered digital radio service. **STMicroelectronics** will design, build and market computer chips to process the digital signal for the XM radios.

**Telect Inc.** recently announced it is formally launching a new division, the Signal Management Group, to focus on marketing the company’s comprehensive audio/video product line to the broadcast and entertainment industries (audio/video signal management, or AVSM) as well as the emerging home area network (HAN) market.

**People**

**John DeSana** has been promoted to group president, HELIAX products, Andrew Corporation.

**Alan Haase**, also at Andrew, has been named vice president, terrestrial microwave products.

Harris has promoted **Cam Eicher** to manager of the Broadcast Center, the U.S. sales and telemarketing hub for the Broadcast Systems Division’s line of distributed audio and studio products.

Also in the Broadcast Systems Division of Harris Corporation, **Don Spragg**, has been named AM radio product manager.

**Ned C. Jackson** has been appointed president and chief executive officer of Telex.
The digital transition
By Chriss Scherer, editor

For radio, the transition to digital started several years ago. For many stations, the first digital device was a CD player. Since then, computer-based audio storage and playback systems, DAWs, audio processors and now consoles have made the switch. It is possible to have a completely digital air chain — from mic (post A/D of course) to exciter input.

Some stations have made the switch to a completely digital air chain. Other stations have yet to start, except for a few small pieces.

Survey question
What percentage of equipment in your on-air signal path is fully digital (using digital inputs and outputs)?

For stations that are not completely digital, making the complete transition is likely part of the plan. In some cases, the transition has been controlled by budget considerations. Replacing perfectly good analog equipment is not logical. For others, a plan is in place and will be completed over time.

A large portion of the respondents (40%) indicated that their stations will make the transition to digital over the next five years. This percentage stands to reason, since almost as many respondents (36%) do not yet have any digital equipment in their air chains.

Survey question
If your signal path is not yet fully digital, what time period is planned to make it such?

This month's survey looks at how much equipment in the respondents' broadcast chains is digital. The survey asked respondents to give their answers in percentages. The categories in the pie chart were derived from these percentages. The categories are based on the percentage of the signal path that is digital: very little - 20%, some - 40%, more than half - 60%, most - 80%. Naturally, some rounding was necessary. If only one digital device is in use, respondents answered 0% (none on air).
Digital solid-state recorder
Maycom

**Easycorder:** Maycom's second-generation solid-state recorder with onboard editing, using both internal memory and removable PC cards; an internal memory facility that enables direct usability of the recorder (without PC cards) is standard; audio files are quickly copied to desktop or notebook, without loss of quality, using the parallel port or a PC card; frequently used functions are within easy reach, and all settings and actions are permanently visible on a large, illuminated LCD display; the unit derives versatility from digital and analog mic/line inputs and outputs and linear or compressed digital audio storage, which guarantees excellent exchangeability of audio files with other systems.

+31 481 377740; fax +31 481 3777380; e-mail sales@maycom.nl; www.maycom.nl
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Satellite antenna filter
Microwave Filter Company

**Model 12086:** eliminates harmonic interference at the C-band receive antenna with a low loss of 0.5dB to the passband (3.7 to 4.2GHz); installs between the feedhorn and low-noise amplifier to suppress the 5.925 to 6.425GHz band with a minimum rejection of 50dB; has a VSWR of 1.08:1; grooved flanges are standard, and other connectors are available upon request.

800-448-1666; fax 315-463-1467; e-mail mfcsales@microwavefilter.com; www.microwavefilter.com
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Wonder

The miraculous DPA 4060 Miniature Microphone tops the bill in wireless systems for theatre and television. Not only does the 4060 offer outstanding audio performance under difficult conditions, it is also extremely robust in operation. Unique connection adapters ensure compatibility with a wide variety of VHF and UHF systems. A range of sensitivities encompasses the vast majority of applications where high quality audio, near invisibility and lightness is required. Developed from many years of professional audio experience, the 4060 is just one of the high quality products from the renowned 4000 series - available now from DPA Microphones.

Series 4000 Microphones from DPA

Hejrevang 11, 3450 Allerød, Denmark
T: +45 48142828  F: +45 48142700
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New Products

Compact disc recorder
TASCAM
CD-RW5000: reads/writes to all currently available media, including CD, CD-R, CD-RW, CD-R-DA and CD-RW-DA; key features include XLR balanced and RCA unbalanced analog I/O, an AES/EBU digital input, S/PDIF coaxial and optical digital I/O, a sync-start function, auto or manual track-increment capability, a sample-rate converter, an erase function and parallel control I/O capability; integrates into the most sophisticated production environments; provides XLR balanced analog inputs and outputs and, for managing signal levels, includes an output level trim control.

213-726-0303; fax 213-727-7635; e-mail tascamsales@tascam.com; www.tascam.com
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Low-priced connection boxes
Independent Audio
Redbox: five models comprise the series — the RB-DA6, a 6-way stereo, 2x6-way mono, or 1x12-way mono distribution amp; the RB-MA2, a dual-microphone amplifier, the RB-SM2, a dual stereo-to-mono converter, the RB-BL2, a balanced-to-unbalanced bidirectional converter; and the RB-SL2, a twin mono or stereo limiter, all are housed in red anodized aluminum boxes that can be screw-mounted to any surface such as the undersides of desks and studio furniture, or rackmounted for conventional wiring; units can be either 115V 60Hz or 230V 50Hz and have front-panel LED power indicators.

207-773-2424; fax 207-773-2422; e-mail ia@gwi.net; www.independentaudio.com
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High-performance tubes
Svetlana
3CX2500A3 and 3CX2500F3: these tubes are ceramic/metal power triodes, a modern mesh filament replaces the old-fashioned hairpin construction; the mesh filament design ensures better mechanical rigidity and long-lasting concentricity of the filament, providing linearity, less noise, reduced warm-up variation and longer life; the 3CX2500F3 has flying leads for the filament and grid connections.

256-882-1344; fax 256-880-8077; e-mail sales@svetlana.com; www.svetlana.com
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Digital on-air/production console
Pacific Research & Engineering Corp.
AirWave: a digital companion to the AirWave analog radio console introduced last year; priced for all radio markets; available in two mainframe sizes (12- or 20-input modules) and configurable to fit virtually every application; comes with a host of standard features, including three stereo program buses, onboard sample rate and A/D-D/A converters, a dedicated split-track telco record feed and control-room and studio monitoring; offers optional digital or analog remote line selectors for extra input capacity, up to two telephone I/O modules with mix-minus generation, B-side input logic and additional microphone preamplifier modules with built-in phantom power, the unit's digital input modules can be easily reconfigured from analog to digital, or from digital to analog, or by swapping a unique input-configuration card on the module.

760-438-3911; fax 760-438-9277; e-mail sales@pre.com; www.pre.com
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Compact disc recorder
TASCAM
CD-RW5000: reads/writes to all currently available media, including CD, CD-R, CD-RW, CD-R-DA and CD-RW-DA; key features include XLR balanced and RCA unbalanced analog I/O, an AES/EBU digital input, S/PDIF coaxial and optical digital I/O, a sync-start function, auto or manual track-increment capability, a sample-rate converter, an erase function and parallel control I/O capability; integrates into the most sophisticated production environments; provides XLR balanced analog inputs and outputs and, for managing signal levels, includes an output level trim control.

213-726-0303; fax 213-727-7635; e-mail tascamsales@tascam.com; www.tascam.com
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Low-priced connection boxes
Independent Audio
Redbox: five models comprise the series — the RB-DA6, a 6-way stereo, 2x6-way mono, or 1x12-way mono distribution amp; the RB-MA2, a dual-microphone amplifier, the RB-SM2, a dual stereo-to-mono converter, the RB-BL2, a balanced-to-unbalanced bidirectional converter; and the RB-SL2, a twin mono or stereo limiter, all are housed in red anodized aluminum boxes that can be screw-mounted to any surface such as the undersides of desks and studio furniture, or rackmounted for conventional wiring; units can be either 115V 60Hz or 230V 50Hz and have front-panel LED power indicators.

207-773-2424; fax 207-773-2422; e-mail ia@gwi.net; www.independentaudio.com
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High-performance tubes
Svetlana
3CX2500A3 and 3CX2500F3: these tubes are ceramic/metal power triodes, a modern mesh filament replaces the old-fashioned hairpin construction; the mesh filament design ensures better mechanical rigidity and long-lasting concentricity of the filament, providing linearity, less noise, reduced warm-up variation and longer life; the 3CX2500F3 has flying leads for the filament and grid connections.

256-882-1344; fax 256-880-8077; e-mail sales@svetlana.com; www.svetlana.com
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Digital on-air/production console
Pacific Research & Engineering Corp.
AirWave: a digital companion to the AirWave analog radio console introduced last year; priced for all radio markets; available in two mainframe sizes (12- or 20-input modules) and configurable to fit virtually every application; comes with a host of standard features, including three stereo program buses, onboard sample rate and A/D-D/A converters, a dedicated split-track telco record feed and control-room and studio monitoring; offers optional digital or analog remote line selectors for extra input capacity, up to two telephone I/O modules with mix-minus generation, B-side input logic and additional microphone preamplifier modules with built-in phantom power, the unit's digital input modules can be easily reconfigured from analog to digital, or from digital to analog, or by swapping a unique input-configuration card on the module.

760-438-3911; fax 760-438-9277; e-mail sales@pre.com; www.pre.com
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Compact disc recorder
TASCAM
CD-RW5000: reads/writes to all currently available media, including CD, CD-R, CD-RW, CD-R-DA and CD-RW-DA; key features include XLR balanced and RCA unbalanced analog I/O, an AES/EBU digital input, S/PDIF coaxial and optical digital I/O, a sync-start function, auto or manual track-increment capability, a sample-rate converter, an erase function and parallel control I/O capability; integrates into the most sophisticated production environments; provides XLR balanced analog inputs and outputs and, for managing signal levels, includes an output level trim control.
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Low-priced connection boxes
Independent Audio
Redbox: five models comprise the series — the RB-DA6, a 6-way stereo, 2x6-way mono, or 1x12-way mono distribution amp; the RB-MA2, a dual-microphone amplifier, the RB-SM2, a dual stereo-to-mono converter, the RB-BL2, a balanced-to-unbalanced bidirectional converter; and the RB-SL2, a twin mono or stereo limiter, all are housed in red anodized aluminum boxes that can be screw-mounted to any surface such as the undersides of desks and studio furniture, or rackmounted for conventional wiring; units can be either 115V 60Hz or 230V 50Hz and have front-panel LED power indicators.
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High-performance tubes
Svetlana
3CX2500A3 and 3CX2500F3: these tubes are ceramic/metal power triodes, a modern mesh filament replaces the old-fashioned hairpin construction; the mesh filament design ensures better mechanical rigidity and long-lasting concentricity of the filament, providing linearity, less noise, reduced warm-up variation and longer life; the 3CX2500F3 has flying leads for the filament and grid connections.
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Digital on-air/production console
Pacific Research & Engineering Corp.
AirWave: a digital companion to the AirWave analog radio console introduced last year; priced for all radio markets; available in two mainframe sizes (12- or 20-input modules) and configurable to fit virtually every application; comes with a host of standard features, including three stereo program buses, onboard sample rate and A/D-D/A converters, a dedicated split-track telco record feed and control-room and studio monitoring; offers optional digital or analog remote line selectors for extra input capacity, up to two telephone I/O modules with mix-minus generation, B-side input logic and additional microphone preamplifier modules with built-in phantom power, the unit's digital input modules can be easily reconfigured from analog to digital, or from digital to analog, or by swapping a unique input-configuration card on the module.

760-438-3911; fax 760-438-9277; e-mail sales@pre.com; www.pre.com
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Dual MD recorder/player
Denon Professional
- DN-M2300R: a dual mini-disc player and recorder, suited for custom-editing songs and creating dance compilations; features two independent MD drive units — one record/playback and one playback-only, besides its full-feature editing and dubbing capabilities, the machine permits multiple levels of undo and redo for correcting mistakes or A/B-ing different mix ideas; when dubbing MDs, the DN-M2300R can internally dub the disc name as well as track names and cue points, eliminating the need to rename tracks.

973-575-7810; fax 973-808-1608; www.denon.com
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Tapeless audio directory
SYPHA
- Tapeless Audio Directory: now in its seventh edition, the audio directory is an independent and international buyers guide dedicated to professional audio random-access recording, editing and re-ply systems; it aims to help potential purchasers establish what is on the market, so they can begin the process of selecting the most suitable products for their particular needs; with more than 500 entries, the edition includes virtually every existing professional audio product aimed at random-access applications; it also shows those products that are no longer in production, where possible, detail on the hardware required for a system is provided as well as information on standard and optional features.
+44 1817 611042; fax +44 181 244 8758; e-mail sypha@compuserve.com
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Connector products
Neutrik
- COMBO: a coaxial combination of an XLR and a ¼" jack, fully furnished with all applicable normalising contacts; features include a new V-shaped contact design, gold plating and a less protruding design.
- BNCs: a completely redesigned concept of the BNC cable connector; includes three versions (a non-locking "budget," a bayonet with easy accessible locking, and a push-pull) that feature in common a new comfortable cable-clamp principle; an absolute constant wave propagation resistance (75 or 50Ω) is guaranteed throughout the connector into the mating chassis connectors up into the lower GHz area, fully compatible with all existing BNCs.
732-901-9488; fax 732-901-9608; e-mail neutrik@neutrik.lol.li; www.neutrikusa.com
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The finest in Modular Studio Furniture
Advanced Furniture Systems
1545 N. Washington Ave, Loveland CO 80538
Phone: 970-663-4123 Fax: 970-663-6338
Email: afs@mall.omm.com Website: www.omm.com/afs
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Incredibly Flexible DTMF Control

The DS-8 Programmable DTMF decoder

The DS-8 features include:
- Each of the eight relays may be independently programmed for codes and mode.
- Program it with any DTMF phone.
- High quality metal enclosure can be wall or table mounted. Inexpensive Optional (shown) rack mount available.
- All connections on screw terminals.
- Retains settings after a power failure.
- List price is just $299.

Call your favorite dealer or visit our web site for the latest info and downloadable tech manuals!

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place
Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6655 / fax 380-0220

Bridge the DS-8 across your audio source and get eight individually programmable relay outputs. Each closure is activated by its own code of one to four digits long. Each relay can be set up as momentary, latching or interlocked with other relays! Use the DS-8 for remote audio switching, automated program recording, secured remote EAS control, you name it! Optional rack mount (pictured) is available. A two unit R.M. is also available.

Affordable Custom Broadcast Furniture

Delivered and installed by

STUDIO TECHNOLOGY
32 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355
TEL: 610-640-1229 • FAX: 610-296-3402
email:sales@studiotecnology.com
www.studiotecnology.com

Introductory Price: $995

Totally New! The Best just got Better!
"True Triple Overlap Crossfade, and Voice Track"
"AutoMax 3000 VT"


Broadcast Technical Services Group
WebSite: www.btsg.com
Ph: 281-812-2384
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Shively Labs

Signal and Coverage
Are What It's All About.
Be Sure With Shively!

- Superior Engineering
- Multi-Station Solutions
- Filters & Combiners
- Translators
- Reliable Pattern Studies
- B-LINE Coax

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ...

it pays to be heard!

P.O.Box 388, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com
- An Employee-Owned Company -
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Designed for "Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have been meeting industry needs for more than 25 years. Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, internal crystal or line frequency accuracy, all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog slave clocks, as well as interface with video or computer based systems.

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS SINCE 1971

*42 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA • 310-322-2136 • FAX 310-322-8127
Submount Your Pacemaker Series Audio Console

AUTOGRAM CORPORATION
1500 Capital Avenue • Plano, TX 75074
(800) 327-6901 • Fax: (972) 423-6334
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SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12 stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs, 2 stereo and 2 mono outputs.

10X1
Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs and one stereo output or vice-versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo inputs, 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital inputs to split outputs.

8X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and a list of distributors!

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: btg@broadcasttools.com
Voice: 360.428.6099 Fax: 360.428.6719
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GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR!
Advertise in BE Radio's section called "The Gallery" and expose your products and services to more than 12,500 product buyers every issue.

It's easy... it's cost effective... and it's only a phone call away!
Contact your sales manager for all the details today!

NEW! Qbox® AUDIO LINE TESTER
The new Qbox is a battery powered audio line testing system that includes a built-in mic, reference tone generator, speaker, and headphone amp. It also has voltage presence LEDs to detect phantom or intercom power. You can send tones, talk back up the line, monitor mic, line, or intercom signals – even use two Qboxes as a basic intercom.

Call for the name of a Qbox dealer, and reduce installation and setup time anywhere audio XLR cables are used.

Broadcast Audio Tools whirlwind 888-733-4396
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Buy simplicity, reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00
Equipment in-stock for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available with optional DTMF control via a phone line.

- 5 two-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
- 4 audio inputs on standard models (expandable to 6 audio inputs). All audio inputs & outputs are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board
- Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
- 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
- 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
- Will handshake with automation equipment
- 2 year warranty
- 2 minutes of digital audio storage (expandable to 4.5 minutes)
- 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
- 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other equipment by removable plugs

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com  E-mail: jim@gorman-redlich.com

*Also available: printers, weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD *1
Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Pike & Fischer, Inc.
Available in loose-leaf print,
disk, and CD-ROM.
Call 800-255-8131.

Rules covered:
1, 11, 17, 25,
26, 27, 73, 74,
79, 101

EXEgessis Technologies
Total Technology Management
Providing cost effective solutions for outsourcing your facility or group

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128
Member AFCCE

HELP WANTED

Director of Engineering
Jefferson-Pilot Communications Company's Radio Group is looking for a Director of Engineering. Successful candidate should have 5 plus years of radio broadcast engineering experience and be capable of taking responsibility for the technical operation of a major market multi-station facility, be well versed in the operation, maintenance and installation of high power AM/FM transmitting equipment and modern studio equipment, including digital delivery systems and must know microwave and satellite systems. Computer literacy is required with LAN network knowledge a plus. Must have FCC general class license, SBE certification, or documentable comparable educational credentials. Requires a hands-on self-starter with good communication skills who will answer to the VP and GM. Must be able to set priorities and supervise the work of subordinates. This position has great growth potential with a stable and prestigious family friendly broadcasting company. Excellent salary and benefits. Check out listings on our web site: www.prophetsys.com or call us at (308)284-3007.

Will you take part in industry change or watch from the sidelines?

Do you know your stuff?
Prophet Systems, the leader in digital audio broadcast systems, might be the place for you. We have opportunities for tech support, programmers, engineers and sales. Great salary and benefits.

EXEgessis Technologies
Total Technology Management
Providing cost effective solutions for outsourcing your facility or group

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128
Member AFCCE

HELP WANTED

Director of Engineering
Jefferson-Pilot Communications Company’s Radio Group is looking for a Director of Engineering. Successful candidate should have 5 plus years of radio broadcast engineering experience and be capable of taking responsibility for the technical operation of a major market multi-station facility, be well versed in the operation, maintenance and installation of high power AM/FM transmitting equipment and modern studio equipment, including digital delivery systems and must know microwave and satellite systems. Computer literacy is required with LAN network knowledge a plus. Must have FCC general class license, SBE certification, or documentable comparable educational credentials. Requires a hands-on self-starter with good communication skills who will answer to the VP and GM. Must be able to set priorities and supervise the work of subordinates. This position has great growth potential with a stable and prestigious family friendly broadcasting company. Excellent salary and benefits. Check out listings on our web site: www.prophetsys.com or call us at (308)284-3007.

Will you take part in industry change or watch from the sidelines?

Do you know your stuff?
Prophet Systems, the leader in digital audio broadcast systems, might be the place for you. We have opportunities for tech support, programmers, engineers and sales. Great salary and benefits.

Check out listings on our web site: www.prophetsys.com or call us at (308)284-3007.

'nufl said!!

Psi
Prophet Systems Inc.
AudioWizard® for Windows

Classified advertising questions?
Call Brian Huber at 1-800-896-9939.
e-mail: brian_huberc@interetc.com

FOR SALE

Tower Space Available
Oklahoma City market
780 foot extra-heavy duty structure
(405) 974-2415
Fax: (405) 974-3844
E-mail: kscfim@aol.com

EXEgessis Technologies
Total Technology Management
Providing cost effective solutions for outsourcing your facility or group

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128
Member AFCCE

HELP WANTED

Tired of being on call 24 hours a day?
Project Managers
Systems Designers
Installation Supervisors
Installation Technicians
RDA Systems, Inc., the leader in radio broadcast systems integration, is accepting resumes from seasoned radio technical professionals who will be given consideration to join our team in building advanced radio station systems coast-to-coast. Please send cover letter and resumes to:

Human Resources
RDA Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 7152
Chesterfield, MO 63006
Fax: 314-391-9655
rderbaron@radasystems.com
www.radasystems.com

Post a job opening and promote your company! Advertise in the Help Wanted section of BE Radio.

Call Brian Huber at 1-800-896-9939 to reserve your advertising space today!
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Future games
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

As the millennium begins to wind down, perhaps the most fundamental question broadcasters face is how future audiences use their services. Will the passive, real-time channels of today still rule, or will interactive services such as on-demand streaming and downloads dominate? The answer depends on the hardware consumers will have access to and how they will prefer to use that hardware.

From today’s perspective, it seems that the possibilities for tomorrow’s audio receivers fall into two categories: the radio appliance and the computer-based platform. But, over time, each of these devices will differ from its current configuration. Radio receivers will likely incorporate the expanded capability of displaying auxiliary data via graphical screens. Some will include new band(s) for DBS radio reception. Meanwhile, computer-based systems will evolve into dedicated, portable browser devices with wired and/or wireless online access. In other words, the two classes of device will begin to appear more like each other.

It’s a logical extension to assume that these devices will also integrate each other’s features. This means that tomorrow’s radio receiver will be a combination broadcast tuner and web media-browser/player, offering access to local broadcast channels, new DBS services, new broadcast data services and wired/wireless online interactive media. Think of this future integrated receiver as a palmtop with a radio, or a boombox with a browser.

When this integration happens, the distinction between platform and appliance, or computer and radio, will be erased. Listeners won’t really care about the melding of these technologies; they will use the new devices to effortlessly change between media types at will, just as they move between AM and FM bands on the same radio today. (Remember, AM and FM signals were originally received on separate, and very different, devices.)

A universal process
Other technologies are already undergoing this kind of evolution or convergence. “Smart” home appliances are emerging at a rapid pace, with devices like dishwashers incorporating several multiprocessors. Most of today’s automobiles also incorporate microprocessor-based technology. The next generation of televisions and set-top boxes will include more computer-processing power than many of today’s desktop PCs.

While the user interface generally defines how we identify a device, the reality is that computers are simply taking on other forms and dedicated applications — instead of the general-purpose model used for desktop computers today. (Certainly, desktop systems will continue to exist, but these too will migrate toward their specific applications — as workstations used primarily for the administrative and creative processes the worker at the desk requires.)

Everyone wins in this scenario: The reliability of the appliance model will be merged with the flexibility and cost-effectiveness of the computer model. Complex appliances will be produced more cheaply and computer platforms will become more robust. In the end, the line between these product types will largely disappear. Again, like AM and FM, old media (broadcast) and new media (online) will be housed in a single box. The distinctions that we see as so profound today will practically evaporate in this integrated environment.

How will broadcasters fare?
In their role as content providers for these new media receivers, broadcasters will have a major transition of their own to manage. The first change will involve the transmission of greater amounts of auxiliary data, some of which will be associated with audio programming.

The other area broadcasters will enter is the world of on-demand programming. While on-air channels will continue to be locked to a real-time clock, the broadcaster of the new millennium will also offer a menu of programs that listeners can sample or assemble whenever and however they desire. Just as future receivers will blur the boundary between appliances and platforms, future broadcasters will provide a package of real-time and on-demand programming-plus-data as a diverse yet coherently branded multimedia offering. Tomorrow’s audiences will expect nothing less.
How much audio does your digital system throw away?

It's time we stopped fooling ourselves. Compression is not just a smaller and more efficient kind of audio. It's less audio.

Every time you air a compressed signal, regardless of the algorithm you use you discard a large portion of the audio. Literally throw it away. Forever. Sooner or later, that means a serious loss of audio quality.

If you're tired of throwing away audio with your digital system, listen to Digital Universe.

Digital Universe gives you 25 simultaneous stereo signals from a single PC. Uncompressed.

That's more than four times the uncompressed channels of any other system. With every bit of the signal intact.

You'll appreciate Digital Universe's robust, client-server architecture that carries even your heaviest multi-studio load without slowdowns. Your operators will like the clean, uncluttered screens and having just one PC in each studio. And the boss will sign off on the standard Windows™ NT hardware and open systems approach.

Sound too good to be true? Call CBSI today and get the whole story.

With Digital Universe from CBSI, you don't have to sacrifice quality or capacity.
DIGITAL is HERE

Resistance is FUTILE

It's just a matter of time—you're going digital anyway. Digital is cost effective, low maintenance and high performance. So why not go with a console that has it all worked out for you? The Wheatstone D-500 is the first digital console to bring you top-notch features and performance in a form totally familiar to your station. It's all set to plug in and go on-air handling both your digital and analog needs. Make the DIGITAL move!

The D-500 Digital Radio Console
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-637-1285 / sales@wheatstone.com
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